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The objective of this dissertation is to present a viable method of simulating
problems related to the parasitic coupling of printed ci¡cuit board (pCB) transmis-
sion lines using C-\E tools that are commonlf in use todar-. The main vehicle used

for the simulation is the general circuit simulator. spicE2.
Seve¡al equivalent transmission-line circuit models compatible u,ith the cir-

cuit elements available in SPICE2 are outlined. Å quasi-TEll approximarion and
a lumped-element equivalent ci¡cuit a¡e shou.n to permit usable t,ransmission_line

models.

The accurate element values required fo¡ the equivalent circuit models are

calculated bi' a high-order boundarv erement method (BEìt,f). The fundamenrar

theor¡' behind the BE\I is presenred. along r,,,-ith the method of calculating the
tra'smission-line parameters for a general set of n-coupled cond.uctors.

Exampies of PCB simulations are presented and compared to board measure-

ments' The accuracv and limitations of simulating PCBs bv this method are aiso

discusseci.
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Softrrare simulation of electronic circuits is certainlr. not a novel or neq- idea

b¡' anÏ st¡etch of the imagination. Circuit design engineers have realized fo¡ man.\.

Ïears that preprototvping simulations can shorten the design c¡'cle of a circuit.
reduce the number of prototvpes requi¡ed to verif¡, the electrical performance and

reduce the overail design cost-l:. \eedless to sar'. the circuit simuiation industr' is
highiv competiti't'e and has speciaiized circuit simulators for man' different facades

of circuit design.

L ntil recentlr'. the tvpical procedure for electricalll- simulating a printed cir-
cuit board (PCB) involved designing the circuit. and then verifl,ing the predicted

performance of the circuit based on the schematic. Generai simulators could be

used to verif¡' the electrical behaviour of the circuit schematic. Once the operation

rvas validated. the circuit could be implemented as a PCB prototr-pe. The proto-

tvpe $-as then checked to verifl' the connectivitv of the original schematic. If no

open or short circuits n'ere located and the predicted behaviour rvas rvithin design

tolerances. manufacturing of the PC boa¡d could begin. If problems iÃ,'ere detected

in the electrical performance of the prototvpe. the original design rvas altered and

the simulation and protot¡'ping stages repeated. Little or no attention r,vas paid to
the influences of the PCB interconnects on the overall performance of the circuit.

-{s circuit designs incorporate higher frequencies and become more sophisticated. it

CHAPTER I

I]VTRODUCTION
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is quicklv irecoming apparent that the influence of the PCB transmission Iines on

the circuit performance must also be considered n'hen designing the boa¡d,

Introduction of sensitive technologies such as emitte¡-coupled logic (ECL) or

fast technologies such as gallium arsenicle (GaAs) do not alios- pCB designers to

ignore the probiems created b1'the interconnects. PC boards that rvould har.e

operated u-ithin design specifications at iou'er frequencies no longer operate u.irhin
acceptable limits at higher frequencies. \\'h¡-? -{t higher frequencies. problems

created b.v the cross-coupling. ringing and impedance mismatch become significant.
The design engineer cannot ignore the effects of these phenomena on the oyerall

performance of the board. \\rhile the¡e a¡e simularion tools no!\' appearing on the

market to permit the simulation of PCB transmission lines as shor¡'n bl.poLt: and,

I'l:ezleri2', it is possibie to include the interconnects in the simulations performed

using the simulation toois commonLv used todar..

The purpose of this dissertation is to demonstrate how a preprorotvpe pCB

simulation can be performed appli'ing u'eil-known transmission-line circuits rr,ith a

general circuit simulato¡, This dissertation emphasizes the inclusion of transmission

Iines in PCB simulations. 81' deveioping PCB inrerconnecrs as general circuits

using commoniÏ knoq'n modelling techniques. a time-domain anaivsis can be applied

to the design to predict the electrical behaviour of the board. Several general

transmission-line equivalent circuit models are outlined and discussed. To apply the

modelling techniques, the transmission-line parameters. such as the inductances and

capacitances per unit length must be kno',vn. The calculation of the transmission-

ìine paramerers is also discussed.

The particular vehicle used in this dissertation to perform the pCB simula-

tions is the interface betu'een t'"vo major computer-aided engineering (CAE) tools

that embodv the capabiiities to perform the numerical analvses needed to calculate

the transmission-line parameters and perform the time-domain analvses. In partic-

ula¡. this dissertation demonstrates hon, PCB simulations can be performed using

o



SPiCE2 [a Simulation Package rvith Integrated Circuit Emphasis,r,ersion 2) and

GREE\FIELD2D (a trvo-dimensional field soh'er using the Green function). The

interface techniques for modelling transmission lines presented in this ciissertation

are not strictl' Iimited to these trvo particular c-{E tools.

The approach to interfacing these tu'o major C^{E packages to perform pCB

transmission-line simulations rïas to develop a r,r.orking set of equir-aÌent circuit
transmission-line models. The models were deveioped b1'applving commonly knor,r.n

and unde¡stood ideas about the behaviour of transmission lines. Once a general set

of transmission-line modeis had been developed. a softrva¡e program u-as imple-

mented to prepare the transmission-line models rrith the element r.alues interpreted

from the transmission-üne parameters proyided bv GREE\FIELD2D. The final

subcircuit modei is presented in an ASCII file formar that is compatible with the

SPiCE2 input svntax.

This dissertation outlines the equivalent circuit models needed to perform

general PCB transmission-line simulations. The algorithms necessar\- to calculate

the accurate element values for the circuit models as well as the basic analr-sis algo-

¡ithms rr-ithin the circuit simulator a¡e also discussed. Finailr'. the impiementation

of a cont'enient interface program to provide accurate transmission-iine models is

outlined.

Simulator Overview

{s the overall context of this dissertation is based on the performance and

accuracÏ of trvo broadlv different circuit simulators. it serves as an introduction to
discuss the general structure inherent to most electrical simulation programs. Each

simulator discussed in this paper can be ¡elated to the basic structure in a concise.

eas\'-to- unde¡stand manner. This general simulator format ,.vas fi.rst presented b1-

Naget'3" as it pertains to SPICE2. In this dissertation. it is demonstrated hor¡, this

general format pertains not onl¡' to SPICE2, but also to GREENFIELD2D and



the interface program. \IODELS. The ernphasis in rhis dissertation is ro outline
the anaiïsis subprograms of GREE\FIELD2D and SPICE2 as it perrains to the

simulation of PCB transmission s¡.stems.

There exist man.t'different tvpes of simulators. each ranging in capabiitr.and
functionaliil" Even though there are as manv different simulators as rhe¡e are

simulation needs. there are several basic components that are inherent in almost

eyerv simulator. These basic components are outlined b¡- the florr. diagram sho*.n

in Figure 1.

Utilitìes

Setup

Figure 1. -\ simulation program substructu¡e.

Analgsr s

Control

llutput
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Each component block in Figure 1. represents a separate subprogram or sub-

lunction rvithin the overall simulation tool. The fir,e subfunctions common to rnost

simuÌation programs are: cont¡ol and utilities. input. output. setup. and. analr.sis,

The input subprogram handles the initial structuring of a problem descrip-

tion ln the case of a circuit simulator, the input subfunction ma\. cater to creating

a topologicai description of a ci¡cuit b.v identifr-ing a set of connecting nodes or

branches as tvell as element t¡'pes. eiement values and initial conditions. This infor-

mation can be stored in a file and used later to reanair.ze the problem or reconfigure

the problem to create an additional circuit. \ot all simulato¡s contain a separate in-

put subfunction. As the general market trend leads to a more integrated simulation

communitl'. the input subprogram mal' be supported rvìthin other simulation tools.

Generail¡'. batch analvsis t1'pe programs require the user to specif¡' the problem

lar-out in a prescribed svntax. Thus the user is performing the input subfunction.

The setup portion of the program interprets the file created at the input
level. The setup subprogram translates the input information into blocks of data

that describe the particular conditions relating to the problem and aiso creates a

set of pointers to coordinate the flon- of data du¡ing the execution of the analysis

subprogram.

The analysis subfunction of a simulation program manipulates the data ac-

cording to a set of mathematical equations that govern the behaviour of the svstem

being analvzed' The analvsis subprogram is the basic foundation of the entire sim-

ulation tool. The othe¡ subfunctions are subserr.ient to the analvsis subprogram.

The set of equations and routines contained u,ithin the analvsis subprogram rep-

resent the approach that the engineer would take to analvze the problem rvhether

the problem is ultimateiv analvzed analyticalll' or numericali.v. The basic equations

maY represent such fundamental equations as the Laplace or Poisson's equations.

Other subfunctions maY perform the analvses of circuits subject to the constraints

-c-



of Kirchoff's voltage or cur¡ent Iarvs. The accuracl: of the entire simulation tooi is
judged ìargel¡' on the accurac)' and the capabilities of the analr'sis subprogram.

The output subprogram converts the data produced bv the analysis subpro-

gram into a format that is easilf interpreted bt the user. \Ic-,st programs produce

an output that can be printed on a line printer. Some simulation tools provide

facilities that aliorr the results to be displaved graphicallr' on a CRT displai.. The

acceptance of the simulation tool depends on the interpretabilt¡. of the output in-

formation. Fo¡ most simulation tools. the majorit.v of developmenr is spent on the

analYsis portion of the simulator. The output subfunction hor.r-ever. also requires

some attention in orde¡ to create a useful simulation tool.

Finallr'. the cont¡ol and utilities portion of a simulator handles the florv and

storage of data as the simulation program progresses from the input to the output
subprograms. In addition to handling the data floq', the utilities subprogram also

performs extensive er¡or checking functions. In manv cases. man), of the cont¡ol a'd
utiìitÏ functions are incorporated into other subprograms. Those utilities that can

be used in several areas throughout the simulation tool often reside in a separate

utilities subprogram.

-6-



A Decoupled Line Model

TRANSMISSION LIT{E

The voltages and currents on a lossless n-coupled

such as the one shown in Figure 2 can be described by

CHAPTER II

MODELLII{G

Figure 2. An n-coupled conductor transmission line.

conducto¡ transmission line

the telegrapher's equations.

(1)

(2)



lvhere L'(i.t) represents the line voltages. ',.xt,u2,

Iine cu¡rents. 'i1 
,i2,. . . ,i,.T .

For frequencies rvhere the rvavelength of the propagating signal approaches

the ph¡,'sical dimensions of the conductors. the telegrapher's equarions do not ¡.ield
a good approximation of the lìne voitages ancl currents. ]laxt-ell's equations are re-

quired at these high frequencies. Hou'ever. for most practical applications in todar-'s

board design technologies. the telegrapher's equations vield a good approximation.

-{s outlined b-t' Ãroge and Haddadia. in a homogenous dielectric. rhe lo*.esr

orde¡ propagating mode is a transverse electromagnetic (TE\I) mode. \\-hen in-

homogeneities are int¡oduced into a svstem such as those that exist in mìcrostrip

t¡ansmission-line ci¡cuits. a TEII approximation is no ionger vaiid. The different
phase I'elocities in the various dielectrics do not allou'a TEM mode to propagare.

Horvever. if a quasi-TE\'l approximation is assumed.. an estimation of the svstem's

electrical cha¡acteristics is stili possible. The quasi-TEl\f mc,de is valid in the range

of frequenices that are present in toda-v's technologies. If a quasi-TEI,I approxima-

tion is assumed for the propagating signals, the line voltages and line cur¡ents in
(1) and (2) can be represenred as

. ,Tn':T and i (r. f ) represents the

Simplv stated' the voltages propagated along a series of n-coupled transmission lines

can be represented as an arbitran'function. f (" - vl). propagating rvith velocitv v
and having amplitudes, il,i,l ?,.....[;jT. The line currents can also be represented

in a sirnilar form, namelr.

¿TlrTz,... rTn'')T :l-I,'1 ,\'2, ,I'nt.Tf("-v¿)

x7,L2 Int,Tf(,-vt)

(3)

-8-
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Substituting equations (3) and ({) into (1) and l2) respectir.elr.. produces

and

Rearranging

and

Simplif¡'ing (7) and (8) produces

and

ilì, 1"2,.. ., Iì-,' f' : -i.L,,: 1r, 12,..., Ir'T (-u)f,

It, 12,..., Int,' f' : -,C"Ii, I¡,..., I;,T( -u)f,

and

tIt, 12,..., rn''T : vl-C',:Ii, r'?.... . I;,r

Finalh'. substituting (12) inro (i1) and simpifving prod.uces

.I'i,I'¡,...,I;rT =v2i,L't,C')'I,i,!¡,.. .,I,-n',T (13)

(e)

(10)

-9-
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l\'here f: is the identitv matrix. Equation (1+) is no,"r'n,ritten in the form of a

general eigenvector and eigenvalue problem. Clearl1.. from (11). the propagation

Yelocitl', v. is related to the eigenvalues 
"f [;¿,'C ]. i" parricular. the eigenr-alues

of

t

iLt'
L

-t
L. C.l are directlr- related ro +.

(11

^\ similar result for the current eigenvectors results f¡om substituting (t2) into
and simpliff ing, namelr.

Let',11¡,' be a matrix rvhose columns are the eigen'ectott "f iir,iC,] ¡/r.,
is called the voltage eigenvector matrix. Similarilv, define the current eigen'ector

matrix, lÃ[¡t. as a matrix *-hose coiumns a¡e the eigenvectors of i;6 ¿'1. If the

svstem is normalized such that ilfr.l tr,\,j¡)T :',.U^,. i.e. the power r, lìr"".,.'"qual to
1. then. as shorçn b¡' ,41ørc,5..

r I ','1 : 0

L- t 
'¿-lv- .l i[t,12,...,In,7 - Q

(1+)

T¡ansmitting the modal

the line voltages and cu¡renrs.

in terms of the block diagram

-{s outline d by Changi6',.

i,u-l:LZr..

i.trIç''i',l[¡1r : iL'l

À[¡ : f;r''t, ]-t

(15)

voltages and cur¡ents requires a transformation

Conceptualll., this transformation can be thought

shown in Figure 3.

the transformation is accomplished by appl¡ring

.T
| "tl,

(16)

- 10 -

(1i)

1T
. , en,'

of

of

(18)



Y, lb
vij:2+
v-
^.J

ir+

jz

Figure 3. Transformation from line to modal voltages and currents.

and

jg

I

2

2

t

I

I

I

I

This transformation

[ir,iz, . . ., i,-')T : ttM t]ljt, jz,

can be represented by

|,.UtrUZr.,.,UnfT
lijt,ir,...,in]r

Substituting equations

I llv[ut 0 I:1.._|L o lMv)' )

iMvl
0[e7, e2, .

(1

.',jn)r

8) and (19) into (1) and (2), respectively prod.uces

' , enttT

ôæ

I
le1 ,e1 ....
I'
i1,1.1,7. . . .

= -i.LJ¡¡1,10Ut' 
iz':' ' 

' 
i"lr

ôt

, "n)T )

,irj' l

(1e)

- 11 -
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2

-ì
1-

(\

I
=

4

-^t

Å
/*\,v/

I

:

i

Zn

(í:>
Y
=

I

1.'\
\ -,,'
]l.
=

3

\-/I:

2n-l

1*\t\-,/
Y
=

Figure 4. A decoupled transmission line model.
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and

,11t

Define '.L ¡r' and iC ¡

^_ 
. :'fa.Jl, Jz, . . . - Jn.'

Ôx

as diagonal

and

Equations (23) and (24) represent n-uncoupled transmission lines having the same

electrical characteristics as the original coupled svstem. The t¡ansformation shoq-n

in (18) and (19) along n'ith the decoupled transmission-lineequations can be realized

bY the circuit shor'r'n in Figure 4. Thìs decoupled line model ¡,vas first presented b'
Tripatlzi and, Rettigi?..

Artificial Transmission Line Networks

- -,C' l[t-

matrices given bv

,.\/r. , ¿'l-'r¡, tJ -'
LJ

7i.el.ez,...,e|T
ôt

C K'. : -.1\lv.r C' Àlt

An artificial transmission-Ìine net'work is a lumped element circuit composed

of inductors. capacitors. resistors and conductances that simulate the electrical

characteristics of a transmission line. The lumped element network is electricall'

equivaìent to the transrnission line and can replace the iine for simuiation purposes.

To be trul¡' representative of a transmission line, the input and output terminal
voltages and cu¡rents of the netu,ork should be identical to the transmission-line

te¡minal cha¡acteristi cs.

Consider the equivaient ci¡cuit representation of a transmission line shoq-n in

(t, \

(23 
)

Figure 5.

Appì¡-ing Kirchoff's voltage lau. (K\:L) to this

di( n\
"'r-l - . ,Il¿ _u(t="\*/ _ 

df

1'
- 1Ð -

(2+'¡

circuit reveals

l") (25 )



Figure 5. A single lossless

ï

AsA¿-.0,
da(æ)

dæ

Similarily, appyling Ki¡choff 's current

t¡ansmission-iine equivalent circuit.

u(æ +,\ø) - u(æ)

A¿
f

- --lJ

Again. as A¿ * 0,

di(æ)

dt

, di(r)
dt

i(æ) : du(æ + L,æ)

Iaw (KCL) produces

Equations (27) and (30) represent the basic transmission line previously equa-

tions shown in (1) and (2). Therefore, as the incrementai length of the line, Aø,

-14-

dt

i(æ+Læ)-iþ)

CA,æ*i(c+Aæ)

A¿

(26 )

^du(æ)vdt

(27)

(28 )

(2e )

(30 )



becomes infinitelv smail, the equivalent ci¡cuit in Figure 5 exactly represents a sin-
gle transmission line. For a frnite length transmission line. the number of lumped
element netu'orks must approach infinit]' to model the transmission line exactlr..

-{ similar approach can be applied to a coupled. multiconductor t¡ansmission

line' Conside¡ an n-coupled conductor line. (.\ two conductor line is used as an

iliust¡ation as shorvn in Figure 6.)

Figure 6. ^A. tu'o-coupled conductor

Applving K\iL

^./-\-, , di1(x)ct(¿l - Ll-\¿
dt

Rearranging

to a mu-ltipie-conductor transmission line prod.uces

transmission Iine.

-rzru Aæ þP=,113 1,æ +P -. . .- Ltn trry = "-1(æ*Å")

(31 )

Theréfore, on line 1, as -1,c ---+ 0,

,r(r'Å") -u{æ)
Å¿

, di1(r) , di2(x)
- -t'i dt - L72 

dt

da1(æ) ,di1(t) - diz(æ)
d, --Di dt -lll dt -

-15-

, di"(x)
J¿1. 

-

dt

(32)

( 33)



Simila¡ilv. applf ing KYL to the second line produces

/ \ r { diz(x) r \. di1(x) r r diz(r)ü3( r J : I ¡Jz -f--121 Jz -i--233 _\c =ìî _

Rearranging

Therefo¡e. on line 2. as læ -- 0.

r':(t-l¿)-r'z(r)
_\z

And so on until KVL has been applied

. di1(t)
-dt

h2(r) , di2(r)
dæ - dt.

\ou'. appl¡'ing KCL to line 1 produces

. di1þ)
- L11- :

dt

dt"(æ) .di,(x) - dit(x)
d, --Ln dt -tnt dt

i1(æ) : crol¿ ry=cn]*

, di1(æ) - di,( r)
u L,.-Lan dt dt

to each line. For the ntå iine

*t'2(z*Jr)

(34)

Rearranging

it(, - Åæ) - i(æ)

, di"(x)
- La.,

dt

Å¿-*0.^-l- 5

d(a1(r) - ,,2(r))

(35 )

_n-^4r@) n d(,^1(x) - ¿'z(æ))
-Liû dt -'-iz dt-

, di"(x)
dt.

dt

dit(x) d"^{æ)
dt vrr 

dt

-'..-Cl'l¿

(36 )

d(z,t(x) - u"(r))

(37)

,-j du2(t)
- (rlt

dt

dt -it("-1")
(38 )

- Ctn
d(a1(x) - r,(æ))

-16-

dt;,(x)
v ln

d.t

dt
(3e)
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where Cn = Crc + Cn i

i3(r) : c:o-\¿ !j!-crrs*
dt

Rearranging

iz(* 'Äæ) - i(æ)

Aæ

Aslz-0.

- Ctn. Simila¡iiy. appl¡,ing KCL to line 2 produces

d(u2(æ) - ,t ("))

,.a du2þ)
- -U20--;;- -l'21d.r

dt

u'here Czz : Czo * Czt -

-...!C2r5æ

i,(x): C,oÅæ* -Cn1Ir+ -

Rearranging

d(u2(x) - ,r("))

d(u2(x) - ,"(r))

in(æ-Au) -i(æ)

dt

dt

- Czn .{ppil' KCL to each line untii finajlv. on line n

Ac --- ¡,As

-i2(r-Jz)
(41)

- Czn
d(u2þ) - ,,('))

n'here Cnn: Cro * Cnt * ...* Cn,n_t

dt
/-1t\\ .- /

di"(t) _ /a du"(x) ,1 da1(r)
dt 

: -\'nn dt - Unt 
dt -

= C, -_r A¿ 
d(un - un) .

¡ vr¿ln_td¿ 
dt - -r"

Again. equations (33),(36),(37),(40),(43) and (46) represenr rhe basic rransmission-

line equations originailv shorvn in equations (1) and (2), The¡efore. the lumped
element model provides a means of representing n-coupled conductor lossless trans-

mission lines.

-17-

d(a"(æ) - ur (¿))

(13)

dt

(æ - Iz)
(14)

-Cn.r-t
d(u,(r) - un-l(x)

/-1 du"_1(æ)
- \'n,n-l -------,.-

.dt

dt
(15 )

(+6)



In practical terms, it is impossible to build a totall5' loss-free t¡ansmission line.
Zero-resistance conducto¡s and zero-conductance dielectrics are just not available.
To represent the losses in the lumped element modei, consider the network shorvr.

in Figure 7.

Figure 7. A lossy transmission rine lumped erement moder.

The losses 
'ector in GREENFIELD2D provid.es the ecld' current losses (con-

ducto¡ losses) for the PCB configuration based on a default material (copper) and a

default frequency (1MHz). The lumped element model for a lossy transmission line
is implemented based on the model shown in Figure z with the shunt conductance

equal zero' The particular losses for alternate materials and frequencies is based on
the default values provided by GREE¡{FIELD2D.

-18-



Nonuniform Line Models

The artificial transmission-line models introduced earlier are derived assuming

that a transmission line cross-section is uniform along the le:rgth of the line. Of

course) it is not possible to predict or exactly model the nonuniformities ìntroduced

during manufacturing processes. Small variations in the cond.uctor cross-section

u'ould minimalh' effect the performance of the PCB and can be neglected in most

cases. Horvever. some printed circuit designs incorporate transmission lines that are

specificall¡' designed to be nonuniform or nonparallei.

One instance rvhere a uniform line approximation is insufficient is a series

of narrolvlY spaced, narrorl- PCB traces that must connect di¡ectlv to an external

connector. The rvidth and spacing of the connector pins may be of a size that is

much smaller than the minimum size of an external connector. As an example of

such a design. consider the coupled conductors shown in Figure g.

The lossless and lossy transmission-line models shown in Figures 5 and 6

respectivel¡', are no longer sufficient to model the nonunifo¡mities. Howeve¡. a

simple variation in these lumped parameter modeis permits the models to be used

for the nonuniform section of conductors. To model the nonuniform lines. consider

the lumped element transmission-iine model shown in Figure g.

For any incremental slice, Ac, the nonuniform section of transmission line, the

lumped element modei shown in Figure 4 is valid for the zero-length transmission

line with the same cross-section as the slice. Since the model has been sho,,r,n to

approximate the uniform transmission lines connecting to the nonuniform section.

the lumped element modei is valid for a zeto-length transmission line with a cross-

section of one end of the nonuniform line. Because ihe conductor sides are linear

along the length of the conductor, the intermediate lumped element values are

assumed to increase linearll' rvith a iinearlv increasing line cross-section. In other

words. a first-order function is used to approximate the lumped element values for

the intermediar-v element components.

_19_



Figure 8. A series of narrow conductors connected to a external connector.

In the case of a nonuniform lossy line model, the same basic assumption

can be made to calculate the loss values for the lumped element modei. That is,

the loss values are calculated for the cross-section for each end of the nonuniform

transrnission line- The intermediate values are then calculated based on a linear
interpolation between the two sets of caiculated parameters.

-20-
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Figure 9. A nonuniform transmission-line lumped element equivalent circuit.

An Infinitely-Long Line Model

In many designs, experience and intuition permit the PCB designer to identify

trouble-free areas of a design. Therefore, when simulating a design, only the critical
areas that are not so easily identified as trouble-free need to be analysed. Consider

a system. of conductors as shown in Figure 10.

If there existed a critical period of time for switching on cond.uctor 4, such

that a returning signal on conductor 2 would return after the critical time-period

had elapsed, then (with respect to conductor 4) conductor 2 would appear to be

infinitely long. The design may also be such that the system of conductors is

characteristically terminated. In this situation, a signal propagating down any of

-27-
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Figure 10. A critical area including extremely long conductors.

the conductors does not reflect at the termination. Again. the conductors appear

to the remainder of the system as infinitel),-long conductors.

An equivalent circuit modei for an infinitely-iong line model has the same

impedance as the characteristic impedance of the line. For a th¡ee-conductor trans-

mission iine, the equivalent circuit for the infiniteiy-long line modei can be repre-

sented as a resistor mesh as shown in Figure 11.

To calculate the values for the resistor mesh, the admittance mat¡ix must first

be caiculated' According to ll'lorrls), the admittance matrix for a se¡ies of coupled

conductors is calculated bi' considering a voltage u'ave,f iiì travelìing in the foru,ard.
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I

Figure I-1. A three

positive z-direction.

conductor inflnitel¡r-long line equivalent circuit.

A current in this forward wave r¡'ould then be characterized b.i'

Let i,,{ì be defined such that

[-a] : l.^'Ilrvr

ir¡l: lh,rrll.4j

Substituting (47) into (48) produces

lIit: iA,ITllmlr¡ttri

.tt
-LLt-

(47)

(48)

(4e)



lvhere

Consider the admittances of a three conductor system as shorvn in Figure 11.

The admittances betu'een lines and from each line to ground l;¡. are calcuiated

from ilti as the capacitances lvere calculated from fCl in equations (a0) and (-13).

That is.

i/¡l : i).?,lirr¡L

f)'ôl = iA,I ¿i1'[ lr : i,ttt ¡lixtt...-t

Once the admittances between each line are knorvn, the resistor vaiues are merelv

n,i*i
l'¿o : a;¡ - )- a¡¡,

1

(50 )

lij:lu;¡i,i¡¡

(Ðt J

1

", y,ij

(52 )

(53 )
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CALCULATION OF TRANSMISSION LINE PARAMETERS

As outlinedby Pipes[16], to calculate the capacitance and inductance of an¡,
arbitrary transmission system such as that shown in Figure 12 implies solving

CHAPTER III

where [Q] represents the charges, [et,e2,... ,e^]T on the conductor., [y] repre-
sents the potentials,lVt,Vz,...,V;)7, on the va¡ious cond.uctors and [C], is anrlxrl
matrix uniquely defining the self capacitances of each conductor and the mutual
capacitances between conductors.

[g] = lcllvl ._____, lcl : [g][v]-'

f Q, j
IJÌJ

v,

Figure L2' L t¡ansmission system consisting of n-arbit¡arily shaped conductors.

(54)

IIIII {r-,o"\
\t a-r ]

\--l

v,,
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The electric field prescribed b¡' an a¡bitrary system could also be sustained

bl' a series of spatial charges in place of each conductor. As outlined b¡' X,IcDonald.,

Friedman and Wexle"lsì, the spatial charges required to support the same potential

distribution can be calculated by enforcing the boundarS' conditions on the surface

of the conductors n'hich fully describes the ¡elation of the source charge to an},

point on the boundarl'. The particular function that describes this reÌation is the

Green function. Once the spatial charge is known. the capacitance of the system

can be determined bt' using the charge distribution and enforcing knou,n boundarl
conditions.

\{rhen objects are located in space, each object can be replaced bv a distri-

bution of charge in free-space. The charge can then be adjusted until the required

boundarv conditions such that the potential any.¡,here in space, d("), can then be

calculated bf integration. The integration directl5' 5,ields the solution and the con-

ductors may be replaced b1'the charge distribution rvithout disruption. Because the

calculated charge distribuiion can support the same potentiai distribution as the

svstem itself, calculating the charge distribution begins by considering the equations

that govern the potential distribution throughout space, namelv

For a single point charge in a trvo-dimensional

the radial di¡ection is defined by

Solving for the potential

re. yields

E__Vd

E_

(ðÐ.)

free-space, the eiectric fieid in

for a point located at a point.r and

8 ^t 0ó^,
: 

- 

-.J1
2iregrt 7rt 

'

1."#or: -hl,,i*'

(õ6 )

anv reference point,

-26-
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ó(r) - d("0) : -#:lntr,_/n lr6i; (58)
. 

¿/t c(J

Because the choice of 16 is abitrarl,, choose rs such that ó(16) : 0. Equation (5g)

norn simplifies to

Fo¡ a homogeneous. linear medium, the potential due to a series of point charges is

easilr' calculated b1'extending (58) and appll,ing elementarv superposition. nameiv

d(") : -:- ilnirl - In¡rst.
¿TeO

For a single, continuous surface of charge in space, the potential can be for-

mulated by extending (60). From (60) and Figure 13,

.\

ø(r) :-f {çmi-ri'l - Intr6-rlti)
. &r¡ Ltt

If the reference point is at a distance ro ) rt. then the term /n lro

essentialh' constant. The second term of equation (61) then reduces to

f o(rt\p(r) : lnlr-rtldr
J, lTeg

ó(16) cannot approach 0 as r0 ---+ oo as in the three-dimensional case. For

of this dissertation, assume that the sum of ail charges is equal to 0.

if f a(r')dr' - 0, as 16 approaches infinity, the potentiar contribution

approaches zero; i.e.

Intro - rtl f
zn'ot J,"G')dr 

: o

(5e)

I,

_1,

a(r'). /nire - rr L ,|__ Iniro - ridr : -{:----:_ | o(r)dr
¿if €.0 Zireg J,

$1,r,¡"0 - r'idr' - c
¿TeO

(60 )

(61 )

- r'i is

(62)

the context

Obviously.

due to (62)

- ¿t -

(63 )



Figure 13. An arbitrarl' surface charge.

Therefore, for iarge 16, the contribution due

(61) reduces to

' o(r') ,ó(r): - | ;-'rr.
J s ZTe}

rçhere G(rir'): -lrir -r'] is the Green function. Equation (64) relates

rial. p(r), to the charge distribution, ø(r'). However, for most practical

o(.') is not immediately known.

d(") : - t #G(rrr ')dr' -- cJ, 2res

to the term in (62)

- r'ldr' + c

is negligible and

-28-
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The Boundary Element Method

The basis of the bounda¡r' element method (BElvf ) arises from the discretiza-

tion of an arbitrarv st'stem into subcomponents or elements along the problem

boundarS'. The charge along each element is represented by a pulse, ramp or poly-

nomial function. The particular function used to approximate charge distribution
is knou'n as the expansion function. as outlined bv Lean and lú,exleri|'t.

To provide a simple illustration of a BEi\4. a pulse is chosen as an expansion

function. -{n outline of a higher-order BEÀ,I is provided in much greater depth b¡,

I'IcDonald, Friedman and Itr'eæleri?l and Klimpkei.to).

Element

Figure L4. The disc¡etization of a parallel plate capacitor.

Consider the discretizatíon of a simpie problem - a paraliel plate capacitor -
(Figure 14)' If the length of the plates along the z-axis is considered to be much

greater than the width and separation of the plates, then the problem is reduced to a

two-dimensional anaìr'sis of the cross-section of the plates. The charge distribution

along any particular element is assumed relativel), constant and is represented as

a single pulse. As the number of elements along either piate approaches infinity,

the approximation rvould exactly equal the actual charge distribution. The charge

-29-
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distribution along each

in Figure 15.

plate represented as a series of pulses wourd appear as shown

Figure L5. The charge distribution approximated as a series of pulses.

Calculating the source distribution along either plate firsi requires applying
the known boundary conditions shown in Figure 15 to equation (65). Enforcing the
boundary conditions along the top plate produces

and

ó(,) : I"H"rsjs,)ds'* c: 1

ó(,): I,|#rrsls,)d,s, * c:
_30_
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along the bottom plate.

\\¡hen integrating along the top

and rvhen integrating

plate,

a(s) is sol'ed for b¡' enforcing the boundar'conditions d(s) :1 and d(r) : o

the midpoints of the pulses and sol'ing (61). Appil,ing (61) at rhe midpoinis

each pulse produces a system of equations characterized b-t,

plate rvith respect to

along the bottom plate rvith respect

G(sis') : -lriæ

G(sis') : -trl

It

* Ë;::l: tniæ' - r;td.r'

:

h

a point on the top plete.

for À strips. Equation (70) is a svstem of equations that in general can

sented b1'

Sø:ô

(68 )

to a point on the top

A singularity arises in the Green function when æi : trt . In particular, when

choosing a sampling point ur:, the singularity occurs in each of the diagonal terms

of S. To soive the integrand, consider the following approach: u,hen i: j,the term

h )(;):(;l l)

- 
1,"::^^:='

(6e)

liote that it is no ionger necessary

since æ1 - e ( 01 and therefore. the

lnir-r¡ldæ' :lim
e-0

ctt

of

(
f ";-, ¡z¡-h 12 \
I ln(æ¡ - æ)dx - I tn(æ - æ;)dn IJx.¡-hl2 J",-,

(72)

to take the absolute value into consideration

term (æ; - æ') is always be positive in the range

(70)

be repre-

(71)

-31 -



of æ1 - hl2 to rt - €.4 similar argument justifies dropping the absolute value for

the second term of (72), Equation (72) can now be solved anal¡'ticall\,. nameh,

,,,: f1r, -r')ln(æ¡ -r')-(*¡'' L'. \

OI

The solution to (72) is finite e'en though the integrand is singular.

Isoparametric Boundary Elements

t t¿;-h/2 r - .-.:t" t,

-"')l | -l(*' -æ;)ln(r' -æi)-(r' -r,)l i''J,, Lr -¡l'-\- -tz \ J.¡i

(i3 )

Introducing curved boundaries and in turn, curved boundary elements compli-

cates the approach for setting up the S matrix as shown earlier. Again. consider the

example of a two-plate capacitor problem shown in Figure 16. The capacitor plates

are curved such that they can no longer be simply modelled by linear elerrents.

To model the charge distribution along either plate, conside¡ each plate as

being modelled by one curved element each. An integration along the bottom

plate, for example produces

s¡i:-hln(h12)=h

Equation (75), in fact, represents the arc-length of the curve. To integrate

numerical techniques, the integration is simplified b¡'mapping the curve to

( space.

Each element in the "global" n-space is map to a standard simplex in a "local"

n-.1 space, as shorn'n by Lean and Weæler[8]. Thir mapping f¡om the global to the

local space is accomplished bv means of an expansion function, namely

(i4)

, : 
/,a" 

: 
f"o 

a,

þ,,a) : t o¿((,q)(æ¡, y¡)
i=1

Ðo-ùz-

(75 )

l /Ð,) bJ-

a linear

(i6 )



æg

---/t -*
.t\/'/¡

I

I

Figure 16. A curved plate capacitor.

The expansion functions for different degrees of interpolation for a one-dimensional

simplex are shown in Figure 18.

The expansion function is such that the function

at all other nodes. Therefore, mapping any point in the

to the two-dimensional æ - A space is accomplished by

*:iæi,,i(o
i:7

a¿ is unity at node ¿ and 0

one-dimensional ( simplex

rn

s : Ð yic'i(()
-'- 1L- f

,o-ùù-

(77)
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Figure 17. Transformation from x-.v space to zeta space.

Nou,, consider the evaluation of

Introducing a change of variable permits the integral in (zg) to be

me¡icallv using a log-u'eighted Gaussian quadrature.

I - [' -o¡çr)tnlsi - siJg)a.(
Jo

, : 
l,'"' -a;(s')lnisi - srldsl

/(O is a Jacobian of transformation and is defined as

Equation (79) can be solved using

r (e)

(7e )

evaluated nu-

:ift) ' . (#)'

a simple log-weighted

(8i )

G auss-Legendre formula.

(80)
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Figure L8. One-dimensional expansion functions.

n:2
LlQLl - 7)

If the integration is performed for one of the off-diagonai te¡ms of S, then the

integral in (79) is

Lz(2Lz - 7\
4LtLz

where

lrrlztr-r)(BLt-2)
+L2(3L2-r)(3L2-2)

n:3

A singularity still exists in the Green function when integrating over an ele-

ment which contains a test point. To cater for the singularity, another transforma-

tion is introduced. The curve in the x-y space is transformed to a straight line in
the ('[0,1] space.

-35-

L1L1(3L1 - 7)

*LzLt(\Lz - 7

,: 
Io'r{Jd.(

/(() : -a¡(()tnlsr(O -'(()U(()

(82 )
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The argument of the logarithm ìn (79) must be t¡ansformed to the variable

(' At this ooint, define Ú : #+. The logarithm in (79) can be broken dorvn into

fPI ¡1I: l -lni7((')(pr-e')io,((,)/.((,)d(,= | -r",pte,)@r_(,)ia¡((,)J,((,)d.(,JO J,,

(84 )

A final transformation, namel)'(' : pi(t - (), permit,s the left hand integral in (g4)

to be rervritten as

,, : 
lo'

Applving the transformation (' : (1 - pùe - pt

-lniÊ J t io, . ((')/.( (' )¡ d(

,, : 
Iot 

-tnlp J piai((' )J,((, )J ndC

The solution of the on-diagonal terms in the S

This provides the basis for calculating the charge distribution on a set of

n-coupled conductors as shou'n in Figure 9. Of cou¡se. the polari za.tion charge

distribution along a dielectric interface in a transmission s1'stem such as a microstrip

has not been shown here. The handling of dielectric interfaces is covered extensively

b.v AIIen;n lttl and McDonald. and W'eælerl,8).

* l,' -Ln1(ia, . (ç' ) J,((', ) J rd(

to the right hand integral produces

¡7

* 
J, -tnlI";((')J,((')lna( (86)

I : It + In

matrix are now caiculated b¡'solving

(8 7)

(85 )
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Figure L9. A two-coupied conductor transmission line.

The Capacitance of an n-Coupled Conductor System.

Now that the charge distribution for an arbitrary system can be calculated

by solving (70), the capacitance of a transmission system can be calculated by

applying known voltage conditions on each conductor and calcuiating the corre-

sponding charge distribution. Once the charge distribution is known for a given set

of boundary conditions, the capacitance can be calculated by appiying (b4).

Consider a simple example of two conductors above a ground plane (Figure

19). The capacitance of this system is calculated by first applying one volt to
conductor one and grounding conductor two and calculating the resulting charge

distribution using (71). Applying the resulting charge distribution to (b3) produces

results for c11 and c12, i.e.

I Qu1 - I ctr crz I l1l
LQr") - L"r, "rrl Lo.J

Qu: ctt

¡¡
v2

fì

?

Qzo: "zt

_ JI _

(88 )



urhere the subscript, Q¡o represents the charge distibution for this particular con-

figuration.

The remainder of the capacitance matrix is calculated by nos' appl¡,'ing one

volt to conductor tr¡'o and grounding conductor one. Nolv

For a general svstem of n-coupled conductors. the capacitances related

on each conductor by

lÇr¡l
LQru )

I cil ct2
:l

L.zi c22

Q¡: Ctt

Qz¡ : Czz

The capacitance between the

-Qt. . ctt cl

i:: I 
: 
[i] 

7:;: 

.., ::l lïl

and, the capacitance between the i¿à

C;,

i¿å conductor and ground, C;6, is

n't*i
C;n :..', - \-tt /

- 

cij
j=7

Fo¡ PCB anaivses.

properties are the same

( 8e)

to the charge

and jth

the structures consist of dieiectric medium

as in f¡ee-space. That is, the inductance

conductors, C¡¡ is

_t:
fJ

(e0 )

(e1)

-38-
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for PCB structures can be calculated by

s.\'ste:n in free-space. iC¡]. The inductance

The BEil'l and supporting capacitance and inductance calculation algorithms

are the major function of the analt,sis portion of GREENFIELD2D. However,

GREEI{FIELD2D uses a higher-order approrimation scheme for the charge per

element than the one-pulse-per-element example shorvn earlier. In fact. GREEN-

FIELD2D use a Galerkin method to approximate the charge distribution. The

Galerkin method as it pertains directlv to the BEl\,Î is covered bt,Aitkenin 112j.

iLl:iLo),: po€oiCoj-t

first calculating the capacitance for the

is then easily calculated bv

(e3 )
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Circuit Modelling

The simuiation of a PC board or any other circuit for that matter, requires

a ph.vsical descripiion of the circuit to be analvzed. This phvsical description of

the circuit is often referred to as the circuit model. A circuit simulator analyzes a

circujt b¡' translating the circuit model into a mathematical model. The mathemat-

ical model contains a complete description of the circuit as well the mathematical

equations that govern the electrical behaviour of the system. Bv analyzing the

mathematical model numerically. predictions can be made about the phirsical be-

haviou¡ of the circuit.

SPICE2 (a Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis) is an ex-

ample of a general circuit simuiator. SPICE2 requires a description of the circuit

topology in order to set up the mathematicai model. A circuit is described as a

collection of elements, connecting nodes, and element values. An example of ci¡cuit

input description for SPICE2 is shown in Figure 20.

SPICE2 translates the circuit model into the mathematical model using the

information describing the topologv of the circuit and the mathematical equations

that govern each of the circuit eiements. An example of the equations that govern

the simple linear circuit elements is shown in Figure 22.

CHAPTER IV

CIRCUIT SIMULATION
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CTRCUIT DC ANALYSIS ONE
r0 1 0 PULSE(0 1¡la 0 2Ns 2NS)
Rl_t 050
R2t22s
R3 2 0 50
R423300
R5 3 O 1MEG
c1 1 3 12PF
c2302NF
.TRÀN O.1NS 1OONS
.PRrNr TR.AN V(1) V(3)
.PLOT TRAN v(l_) v(3)
.END

Figure 20. 
^ 

SPICE2 circuit description of an example circuit.
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When describing the overall characteristics of a circuit, any electrically

circuit can be described or analyzed by Kirchoff's voltage and current laws. A
circuit satisfies these laws at any instant in time.

Several types of analyses are available in SPICE2. A circuit can be analyzed
for its ac or dc cha¡acteristics or its transient response. To describe the mathemat-
ical modelling of a circuit for varìous types of analyses, consider an analysis of the
circuit shown in Figure 20.

valid

valid

Figure 2L. A linear dc analysis of the example circuit.
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If a linear dc analysis lvere requested for this circuit, SPICE2 wouid setup

the mathematical model b-v applving KCL to each nondatum node. For a linear dc

anal1'sis, SPICE2 r¡'ould first open all capacitors and short all inductors, as shoç,n

in Figure 21. Then, applving KCL to this circuit it rvould produce

at node 1.

at node 2. and

"(å

o'(-+t) - (å-;;*å)'u (å)I'i: o

-*) - (*) vz:Io

at node (3). In matrix form equations (g4), (g5), and (96) can

-./ 1\ /t
''' ( R^) - ('", -

Equation (97) is in the general form I'¿^ : ,I and fully describes the linear dc

characteristics of the circuit.

The mat¡ix I' can easiiy be constructed for circuits with simple linear ¡esistors

and independent iinear sources bv considering that I ¿; is the sum of all conductances

connected to the i¿¿ node and I';, is the negative of ali conductances connected.

between nodes i and 7. "I, is the sum of all independent cur¡ent sources that flow

into node i.

l"r'l å--?.'å] t[] 
:[î]

1\

",lI,: 
o

(e4)

(e6 )

be represented as

(e5)

(e7)
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For an ac anal¡'sis, the mathematical model of the same circuit would be

t1
n-E;-Ju't't

I_F
11t

- j-Ct

Even though (98) is complex, the same linear equations algorithms can be used

to solve the linea¡ ac problem as \r'as used to solve the dc probiem. Adding the

complex function to the problem implies a simple extension or alte¡nate intrinsic
subfunction call in a FORTRAN program. Therefore. the same algorithms used to

solve the dc problem in SPICE2 are aiso used to perform the ac analysis.

The probiem is not quite so simpie if nonlinear elements are included in the

circuit. If the equation describing a circuit element is nonlinear, then the solution

musf be obtained b¡'iterative techniques. The iterative techniques impl.y solving a

linearized system of equations at fixed instances in time. The method of linearizing

each of the s¡'stems of equations is discussed in more detail by Nagel.3).

Consider the circuit shorvn in Figure 20 with the resistor -R5 replaced by a

diode. For this example, the diode is modeiled by the commonl¡, known diode

equations namely,

1-¡- -i-Ct l I r,, 
.l 

l- roe-ia1È-å-;; -å ll', 1:l o 
I_l IRa nn+*-i-(ct-cz)JLt'rJ L o I

(e8)

The polarity of I'p with respect to the current flor+'ing through the diode is shown

in Figure 23. Vi in equation (99) represents the thermai voltage of the diode.

The actual characteristics of the diode are shorvn in Figure 24. .{t the operat-

ing point of ihe circuit, the characteristics of the diode can be approximated bv the

tangent line to the curve at 16 and Vo. Io and I/s are the current through the diode

and the voltage across the diode at the operating point of the diode respectivelv.

rp:rs(,?-t) (ee )
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l*n

The conductance 9.q is caiculated by the slope of tangent line to the curve at

16 and I/0. The value of the shunt current source is equal to the intercept of the line
at the 1¡ axis. Namely, I"q: In - q"cVo.

A nonlinear dc analysis reduces the system to the circuit shown in Figure 25.

The mathematical model of the circuit shown in Figure 25 is

Figure 23. Equivalent ci¡cuit model of a diode in spICE2.

ft-.r -È; o liy,l [¡ol| -+; i; * É;"* i; -ä l lr,l : l i I lroo¡L ó"" !ç¿ _å '!14 
il;i",1 Lu, J L 

_;.,)

From Figure 24, g"q is the slope of the tangent line, that is

dlr_Is?
d,r,b: ñ." " (101)

(102)I"q:In-q.qVo

and the value of I"n is given by
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Figure 24. The diode characteristics.

The circuit is solved about the operating point using an iterative technique.

To begin solving the system, an initial "guess" is made. The guess is substituted

into the system and the error in the guess is calculated. The guess is altered

slightl¡' using a New-ton-Raphson scheme and the error in the guess recalculated.

Using this tvpe of approach. the error can be minimized u,ithin a certain criterion.

Once the criterion has been satisfied, the solution is complete. During the iteration

process. the soiution of the previous step is used as the guess for the next calculation.

Obviousll-, to aquire a solution for a nonlinear dc analysis requires more computation

time due to the additional ite¡ations and derivative calculations.
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Figure 26. A iinear dc analysis of a circuit including a nonlinear component.

A time-domain analysis carries this concept one step further. When nonlinear

comPonents are included with devices where the output is a derivative of time (i.e.

energy-storage elements), the system must be analyzed at a discrete number of time

steps. The total time inte¡val that the circuit is to be analyzed over can be broken

down into a series of discrete times. The time between any two of the discrete time

intervals is known as the time step. The time step can be a variable value, clepending

on the general characteristics of the circuit, but calculating the appropriate time

step for each interval requires more computation time. Normally, the time step is

calculated for the minimum required value. This minimum value is then used. as

the time step for the entire analysis.

R3 9"q
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At each time step, the svstem must be transformed inio a set of linear equa-

tions in orde¡ to use the same aigorithms that .r,ere used for the previous analysis.

At each time step, an integration algorithm is emploved to caiculate the influence of

the energ¡'-sto¡age elements at that particular instance in time. Once the response

of the energY-storage elements has been linearized, the solution can be calculated

using the iteraiive techniques discussed for the nonlinear dc analysis. Again, the

transient anai.vsis requires additional computation time than the dc nonlinear anal-

vsis due to the introduction of the integration algorithms.

The algorithm used in SPICE2 to perform the numerical integration. as out-

lined b.v Nagef't). is the Ba.ckward Euler Aigorithm. This method is basicallv de-

scribed b¡'

u'here tn+t: æ(tn+t), æn: æ(ú,,r) and å.,,. is the time step defined by

Fo¡ the example circuit shown in Figure 20. each capacitor ivould

sented mathematically b1'first recalling that for a capacitor

ln+l : æn - hnnt ,.-¡1

f:g{
dt

Substituting (105) into (103) produces

hn:tn¡1-tn

v(t +1) : v(¿) + n{!: t)

(103 )

(104)

be repre-

rl(t-r 1): ri(¿) + hcr(t+7)

(105)
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Solving îor I(t -i- 1) produces

The circuit can norv be "linearized" at each time step br. applving equation (107)

to the capacitors. At each time step, the circuit can be represented as shown in

Figure 25. For the current flos'ing through capacitor Ci, appl¡,ing (i07) produces

1(¿-1):

and

clI:(t + 1)

for the current flowing through capacitor C2. Once again, it is apparent that a

transient analvsis increases the computation time required to solve the system.

Each circuit model is made-up of a set of ideal branches that are either current-

defined or voltage-defined. A current-defined branch consists of an element whose

branch current is defined in terms of circuit parameters. Current sources and capac-

itors are examples of current-defined branches. Similarili', a voitage-defined branch

is an element whose branch voitages are defined in terms of circuit parameters.

Voltage sources and inductors are examples of voltage-defined branches.

SPICE2 uses nodal analysis to create the mathematical model of the circuit.

Nodal analvsis imposes constraints on a circuit based upon Kirchoff's current lau-.

The example shorn'n in Figure 25, is an example of nodal anall'sis based on a circuit

with strictll current-defined branches. Nodal analysis requires that all branches

be current-defined defined branches. If a voitage-defined branch exists, the branch

element must be translated into its cur¡ent-defrned equivalent. For example. an

independent voltage source would be translated into its current-defined equivalent

- v(t)i

Iç,(t i- 1) :

LIL

16,(t - Ð : +it'c, (/,.*r ) - I,,'c,(¿" )r

Iir'", (úu,r)- I?,(¿")j

(108)

(10e )

(110)
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circuit b1,' speciff ing the llorton equivalent.

each method are described in greater detail in

The simulation techniques
Jt1by l\ agelL").

used for
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In order to provide a more complete simulation of a PCB, it is necessar), to

inciude the transmission iine as components in the ci¡cuit when performing the cir-

cuit analysis. By translating the equivalent transmission-line circuits described in

Chapter I and applying the concept of subcircuits as provided for in SPICE2. it is

possible to provide a PCB analvsis that includes the interconnect media. The mod-

els are created remoteh' and added to the terminating circuitry before submitting

the circuit fiie to SPICE2 for analysis.

The accurate element values required to properly model the transmission lines

can be calculated bv using the inductance matrix, itr], the capacitance matrix,fCl.

and the loss vector from GREEIIFIELD2D. \l¡ith these transmission-line param-

eters, PCB simulations can include lossless or lossy, uniform or nonuniform PCB

transmission lines. Howeve¡. as outlined earlier, constructing these models by hand

is a time consuming and costly proposition.

Transmission-line models and accurate calculation of element values has been

studied for many years, but a convenient tool to create these models is not commonly

available. Simply, there has been little demand for such a tool since most PCB

designers could ignore the influences of the interconnects.

To provide a convenient method of producing SPICE2 compatible transmission-

line models' a program called MODELS was implemented. MODELS provides one

of the equivalent transmission-line models outlined earlier in a SPICE2 subcircuit

-52-
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sJYntax. The element values required for the modeis are calculated from the prop-

agation pa.rameters provided by GREENFIELD2D. The concepts presented in this

section are not st¡ictiv jimited to producing transmission-line models u,ith these

trvo particular CAE tools. The only restriction on the \iODELS program is that

it requires input in the syntax of GREENFIELD2D output files and c¡eates out-

put in a sYntax that is readabie b1' SPICE2. i\,IODELS can easily be restructured

to interpret transmission-line parameters produced by other means or produce the

transmission-line model in an alternate svntax for another general circuit simulator.

(Provided that the circuit simulator has those components shou'n in the equir.alent

circuit models.)

GREENFIELD2D was chosen as the analysis tools to perform the transmission-

iine parasitic calculations because its basic design of GREENFIELD2D is aimed par-

ticularih' at the PCB transmission system type of analvsis. ( Namel¡, microstrip,

microu'ire, stripline, ribbon cables. etc.) SPICE2 was chosen as the general circuit

simulator because of its u'ide use, extensive simulation capabilities and its provisions

for creating subcircuits remotely.

Creating Transmission-Line Subcircuit Models

The function of X,IODELS is to build transmission-line subcircuit models com-

patible ivith SPICE2. The transmission-line models are based on the equivalent cir-

cuit models previously outlined in Chapter IL The easiest w-al, to describe the use

of MODELS is lo discuss the flow of data and the creation of the SPICE2 subcircuit

b1'an example.

In a typical design situation, an PCB design engineer may be faced s,ith a

series of lines on a board n'here the signal quality on those lines ma1, not be within

acceptable operating tolerances. Consider the example shorn,n in Figure 26,

If an engineer doubted the possible elect¡ical performance of a board de-

sign. the critical areas of the board could be simulated to verify the design. To
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Figure 26. ^{ tvpical PCB transmission line example.

simuiate a circuit that includes coupled transmission lines, the transmission-line

parameters, such as inductances. capacitances and losses must first be calculated.

In GREEI{FIELD2D, the input subfunction entails specifying the cross-section of

the questionable area geometricallr'. Once an accurate geometric representation

has been described, electrical parameters - such as voltages and dieìectric loca-

tions - must be identified and associated u'ith the geometry. After the problem

has been defined, the anal¡rsis program - a high-order BEM - is used to calculate

the transmission-line parameters. (See Chapter III.) For the line shown in Fig-

ure 26, the geometry analyzed and the corresponding transmission-line parameters

caiculated in GREENFIELD2D are sho'¡,n ìn Figure 27.

After the transmission-line parameters are avaiiable in a x.LCR t file. MOD-

ELS uses these parameters along u,ith some additional topographical information

to prepare a transmission-line subcircuit model. The subcircuit model for the set of

conductors shor.r-n in Figure 26 is created b¡r first invoking the NIODELS program.

Once started, the program requests information pertaining to the line length, the

system of units and any additional information necessary to complete the model.

trr<f - represents anv arbitrary, valid flle name.
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rr Thig file contains Èhe necessary infomåtion !o simuLate theri behaviour of Èhe multlconductor t.ransmission line found, inri geomet.ry file:

II

CN

¡,L
LL
LL

cc
cc
cc

FILE NAHE
NOTyeTDEFtNED

Conductor Names
c1 c2 c3

Inductance Matrix [H/ml :
.46308-06 .885?E-07 .36918_07
.8857E-07 .4556E-06 .8857E_0?
.3691E-07 .8857E-07 . 46308_06

Capacitance Matrix IF/m]:
.75888-10 -.1.0??E-10 _.1190E_11

-.1077E-10 .7896E-10 _.r07?E_10
-.1190E-rl -.r0778-10 .?5888_r0

tt I) aII other conductors are ground.ed,*i CoNDUCIOR I¡'IPEDANCE TIME-DEr,AYzc 1 .'1 6578+02 .58108_08zG 2 .?330E+02 .5788E_08zc 3 .76578+02 .58l.OE_08*t II) all other conductols are float.edTT CONDUCTOR IMPEDÀNCE IIME-DELÀYzF 1 .7893E+02 .5866E_08zE 2 .7.t5OE+02 .58798_08zE 3 .1-B93E+02 .5866E_08*t III) aLl other cond,uctors are ignoredIt CONDUCTOR IMPEDÀNCE TII.ÍE-DELAY
zr 1 .9507E+02 .607?E_08
zr 2 .10?0E+03 .6143E_08
zï 3 .95078+02 .6077E_08tt VolÈage Eigenvect.or MaÈrix [V]:Mv .32?7E+01 -.55658+01 .609?E+01
Mv -.6349E+01 -.6094E+01 _.2366E_03
MV .3271E+0I -.5565E+01 _. 60978+01*r Current Eigenvector Matrix [À]:Mr .5509E-01 -.5?40E_01 .8200E_01
Mr -.1006E+00 -.5925E_01 _.3462E_05
Mr .55098-01. -.5740E_01 _.82008_01
** Mode Velocity lrnls]:** MODE 1rE¡OCITy
vv 1 .1?5gE+09
w 2 .16408+09
vv 3 .1745E+09** FREOUENCY DIMENSION MÀTERIÀL CONDUCTIVITY
cI 1 [¡tHz] [mit] COppER 5.8008? ts/ml** CONDUCTORS RESIS?ÀNCÊ
n¡ 1 .1081E+01
RF 2 .1092E+01
RF 3 .10818+01** MODE RESISTÀNCE
RM 1 .9254E+01
RM 2 .544IE+01
RM 3 .35688+01

* OF CONDUCTORS

Figure 27. A microstrip analysis in GREENFIELD2D.
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Any one of the transmission-line models outlined earlier can be produced.

Each model is identified in N'IODELS by a two-letter identifier. A decoupled-line

model for example. is identified in NIODELS as DL.

The t.vpe of model that a user chooses for a particular PCB transmission-

line anali'sis is governed largely bl' the topographical line configuration and a few

simple design rules. For instance, if a lossr'-line anall,sis is required, the choices

are narro\'ved to either a loss¡'-line model or a nonuniform lossy-line model. The

transmission-iine layout further dictates the choice betrveen these tr,vo models. In

most cases. the topological structure of the line determines the choice of simula.tion

models' However, the user does require a certain intuiiion ,¡,hen choosing a model

for a lossless, uniform transmission line.

A uniform,lossless transmission line can be modelled using either a decoupied-

line model or a lumped-eiement model. The appropriate application of these two

models is outlined in a subsequent section of this disseration.

MODELS Structure

The internal structure of MODELS was designed to be modular. In fact. the

program rvas designed around the general simulator structure shou'n in Figure 1.

To illustrate the flow of data and the final creation of a SPICE2 subcircuit model.

the program structure is outlined as a subcircuit model for the set of conductors

shou'n in Figure 26 is produced.
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Query for
model type

'l
Querv f

f--...........* ..^"ll
L---.d-¡11s tsa

"l
vartJ r

I
valid

ou"'J uni."---,ll
vaLid Unl-ts? |

Figure 28. The input program substructure.

The Input Subprogram

All of the necessary information that is ultimately required to create the

subcircuit model is aquired at the input subfunction level. No data processing

begins until all the information required to model the line has been entered and

validated. If there exists a problem at any point of the data entry, or should the

user request to abort the program, no trnnecessary or time-consuming commands

have been executed. The input subprogram structure is shown in Figure 28.

Each model requires the name of a flle with a .LCR suff.x. The *.LCR file

contains information describing the electrical characteristics of the transmission line
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being modelled. MODELS verifies that the output file containing the t¡ansmission-

line parameters is readable. MODELS verifies the t¡ansmission-line data by the

existence of the keywords in columns 2 and 3 of the *.LCR file (Figure27). Each

bìock of data is read and verified. If there exists a probiem u,hen reading the ill
or iOl matrices, À'f ODELS closes the x.LCR file and again, queries for the name

of the proper *'LCR fiie. If a problem exists u'hen reading the eigenvectors or the

eigenvalues, MODELS ignores these values in the file and take steps to recalculate

these values at the anah'sis subprogram level. If a problem exists in reading the

ioss values. NIODELS requests that the user enter the loss values at a later point

in the input subprogram. In man]' cases, transmission-line models can be created

from altered or damaged *.LCR files provided that the fZl and iCì matrices remain

intact and readable.

The nonuniform line models require two *.LCR files in order to produce the

line models. The information contained in each of the *.LCR files represents the

transmission-line parameters for the cross-section of each end of the nonuniform

section. \4ODELS uses the parameters for each end of the line to produce the

intermediary element values in a lumped-element model.

Once a file(s) in-ith valid transmission-line information has been interpreted.

the setup subprogram in N{ODELS prepares a block of memory that contains the

information originally found in the x.LCR file. NIODELS then continues to query

the user for information that describes the line topology (such as line length) and

aiso requests a file name where the line model is ultimateiv to be stored.

If a lossy-line model is required, either a uniform or nouniform model, the

user is requested to specifl' the material of the transmission line and the frequencv

at u'hich the board is operating. The losses in the *.LCR file are calculated in

GREENFIELD2D based on a default assuming that the transmission line u,as mad.e

of copper and that a 1 MHz signal was propagating along the line. I\{ODELS

provides facilties to allow the user to recalculate the conductor losses based on an
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alternate line material or operating frequency. The calculation of the neu, loss values

is made at the analysis subfunction level.

An infiniteiy long line model (IL) requires onll' the information in the *.LCR

file and a user specified output file name. if IL is chosen bv the user, \,{ODELS

interprets the transmission-line information in the *.LCR file, queries the user for

the output fi.le name and then proceeds to the setup subprogram.

If a decoupled-line model (DL) is required. the program also requires infor-

mation describing the line length. The use¡ is requested to enter the line length as

a unitiess quantit¡'. The line length is verified as a vaiid nonzero. positive number.

The user must then specify the units of length that pertains to the line length. After

the user specifies a valid set of units. MODELS continues to the setup subprogram.

Each of the remaining transmission-line models is based on the lumped-

element circuit models outiined in Chapter II. To create a "ladder" network model,

the user is also required to specify the number of subsections required to model the

transmission line. Ideall¡', the number of subsections should approch infinit¡,in order

to exactll' model the transmission line. However, there are practical limitations to

modelling lines rvith a large number of elements. Adding elements to any circuit, in

a general circuit model, increases the size of the matrices that must be manipulated

in order to analyze the circuit. As the matrices increase in size, the computation

time required to analyze the larger systems increases dramatically. Some simple

design rules must be taken into consideration ',r,hen modelling transmission lines

with a lumped-element model. These design rules are discussed when some actual

board la¡routs are simulated using a lumped-element model in a subsequent section

of this dissertation.

At an1' point that ÀIODELS is expecting input. the user mav abort the pro-

gram b1'enlering a'$'as a response to the prompt. Once MODELS detects a,$'
anyu'here ,¡'ithin a response. the program aborts the command. This feature places
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a lestriction on the naming of files. That is, file names cannot include a '$' as a

part of the file name as \4ODELS interprets the '$'as an abort signal.

After ever) response is verfied. \'IODELS exits the input subprogram and

continues to the setup subfunction. The user is not required to enter any additional

information at anv other point in the program. -A.ccumulating all necessar)'informa-

tion in one separate subprogram permits a simple restructuring of the program to

create a batch-operation t'ersion of the program. \4Iith a batch version. NiODELS

can be called as a subroutine from anothe¡ main ¡outine. Using Nf ODELS as a sub-

routine from an alternate calling routine. allorvs transmission-line subcircuit models

to be created "on the fly". As each set of transrnission-line parameters is created.,

the corresponding subci¡cuit model can also be created. This reduces the need to

exit the transmission-line parameter anaivsis program each time a subci¡cuit model

has to be created.

The Setup Subprogram

The setup subprogram of \{ODELS performs some preliminar-v file functions

and creates the connecting node numbers in the subcircuit definition line. Each new

SPICE2 model that is created using MODELS, contains a subcircuit definition line

that has two nodes for every conductor being modelled. As outlinedby Coltenit;'i.

the subcircuit definition specifies the internal connecting nodes and a subcircuit

name. The subcircuit name is used rvhen calling the subcircuit in order to verìfy a

proper connection r"'ithin the calling circuit.

In addition to the subcircuit definition line, the setup subfunction adds com-

ment lines lo the model file. The comments are intended to assist the user r¡,hen

the model is finall¡' being connected within a larger terminating circuit. The com-

ment iines help identify the connecting nodes of the subcircuit to the corresponding

connections of the transmission line. The comment lines do not effect the analy-

sis of the model when the final circuit simulation is performed in SPICE2. After
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these preliminar.v steps have been successfully executed, N'IODBLS continues to the

analvsis subprogram.

The structure of the setup subprogram is shorvn in Figure 29.

Eigenvalues N

read properly?

I'
I

Open file

I

Figure 29. The setup subprogram structure.

CaLculate element
numbers

I

t
Exit

Recal-cul-ate
eigenvalues
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The Analysis Subprogram

The analysis subprogram pcrforms a slightll' differe;rt function depending on

rvhat transmission-line model is selected. The preiiminary {unction in this sub-

prgram is to calculate the eigenvalues and eigenvectors from the l.Ll and iC] matrices

if the values could not be properly read in at the input subprogram levei. If the file

rvas altered, unintentionall¡', there is no need to reanalyze lhe board cross-section in

GREENFIELD2D, merelv to recalculate the eigenvectors and eigenvalues. There is

enough information available at this point if the i-[l and iCj matrices are still intact.

Once all the information that is needed to create any one of the transmission-line

models is available, the anaiysis subprogram begins creating the appropriate model

based on the users choice.

The analysis subprogram also calcuiates the node numbers and orders the

nodes based on each the basic subcircuit models outlined in Chapter iI. The basic

structure of the analysis subprogram is sho'rn'n in Figure 30.

Once the analysis subprogram is finished. the output subprogram compietes

the subcircuit model b)'u'riting the model to the user specified fiie. Ðach subcircuit

model contains the basic subcircuit definition line. several comment line to assist in

using the model and finall¡'. the elements needed for the model with adjusted element

values and node numbers. An example of a decoupled-line SPiCE2 subcircuit model

is shou'n in Figure 33.
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Figure 30. The analysis subprogram structure.
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PRINITED

To support the approach

several comparisons are made

CHAPTER VI

CIRCUIT BOARD

Experimental Measurements I

The cross-talk measurements fo¡ the board configuration shoi+,n in Figure 31

were first presented b5, Cltangla).

The board cross-section consists of three microstrip transmission lines, 60 mils

u'ide, (w), sitting on 60 mils thick, (t), epoxy glass (., :4.65). The spacing, (.),
betrveen each trace is 10 mils. Each trace is 30.48 cm long. The near and far-end

termina.ting values are shou'n in Figure 31.

The microstrip structure rvas first analyzed in GREENFIELD2D to produce

the transmission-Line parameters necessarS' for a time-domain simulation. The re-

sulting parameters are shou'n in Figure 32. These transmission-line parameters were

used to produce a decoupled-line model of a transmission-line model using MOD-

ELS. The appropriate terminating vaiues and excitation sources were ad.ded to the

subcircuit model file.

One limitation in the decoupled-line model becomes apparent when construct-

ing the final SPICE2 circuit model. SPICE2 does not permit a dangling node.

That is. u'hen analyzing a circuit r,vith SPICE2, every node must have at least two

branches connected to it to be electrically valid. Therefore, when approximating
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Figure 31. A three-conductor microstrip example.

+--30.48

a transmission line with an equivalent circuit, it is not possible to exacth, model

an unterminated conductor. When the final PCB model is created for SPICE2,it

is necessar¡' to insert high resistor values at the nodes of the transmission iines in

order to model the unterminated rrircrostrip lines. The final subcircuit model for

the mic¡ostrip transmission line shou,n in Figure 31 is displaved in Figure 33.

The resulting SPICE2 analysis of the PCB model is shou'n in Figure 34. The

simulated ¡esults are superimposed on the experimental results. From Figure Z4,it

is apparent that the decoupled-line model simulation agrees very closely with the

experimental measurements. However, at certain points, there are noticable varia-

tions in the simulated results from the measurements. These small discrepancies can

-oÐ-
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Inductance Matrix tHlnl :

.3980E-06 .L726E.-06 . g2g7!_07

.L726E-0 6 .3796E-06 .I726F._06

.9297E-07 .1726E.-06 .39808_06
Capacitance Matrix tElml :

.1017E-09 -.33228-:-0 _.1419E_11
-.33198-l_0 .1179E-09 -.33198_10
-.14L9E-11 -.3322E'-t0 .101?E_09

Equivalent resistance of each conductor when
al--l- other conductors are fl_oated [Ohms/n] :
CONDUCTORS

1

2
3

Figure 32. The transmission-line parameters from GREENFIELD2D.

be attributed to the approximations made u,hen anal¡,zing the board cross-section

or using a quasi-TE\4 approximation.

\\'-hen analyzing the board cross-section, it is necessary to truncate the actual

width of the board. Essentiallv, the limitations of GREENFIELD2D do not permit

the entire board to analyzed. Approximating the r,r,idih of the board introduces

some small errors into the inductance and capacitance matrices shou'n in Figure 32

and, in turn. introduces some numericai error in the final SPICE simulation.

Transmitting the voltages and currents as a discrete set of modes aiso intro-

duces some small errors. Small discrepencies can be expected when approximating

anv continuum by a discrete set of components.

RESTSTANCE
.1761E+01
.1943E+01
.1761E+01
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* DECOUPLED LTNE MODEL
* 3 CoNDUCTOR LINE, 24 IN LONG* This model is based on the transmission line* parameters found in THESIS.LCR
v1 1 7DC0
v2 3 10DC0
v3 5 L3DC0
v4 2 16DC0
v5 4 19DC0
v6 6 22DC0
Er11 7 I 25 0 5.003
Ertz 8 9 26 0 3.298
Er13 9 0 27 0 5.736
Erzt 10 11 25 0 5.886
Er22 1t 12 26 0 -5.801
Er23 t2 0 27 0 .008
Er31 13 t4 25 0 5.012
Er32 14 15 26 0 3.290
Er33 L5 0 27 0 -5.733
EO11 16 t7 28 0 5.003
E01.2 17 18 29 0 3.298
EO13 18 0 30 0 5.736
E.Ozt 19 20 28 0 5.886
8022. 20 2t 29 0 -5.801
EO23 2t 0 30 0 .008
EO31 22 23 28 0 5.012
EO32 23 24 29 0 3.290
EO33 24 0 30 0 -5.733
Frl1 0 25 VL 5.003
Fr21 0 25 v2 5.886
Fr31 0 25 v3 5.012
Fr12 0 26 vr 3.298
8r.22 0 26 v2 -5.801
Fr32 0 26 v3 3.290
Fr13 0 27 vt 5.?36
Fr23 0 27 v2 .008
Fr33 0 27 v3 -5.?33
FOl1 0 28 v4 5.003
FO21 0 28 v5 s.886
FO31 0 28 v6 5.012
FO12 0 29 v4 3.298
FO22 0 29 v5 -5.801
FO32 0 29 v6 3.290
FO13 0 30 v4 5.?36
FO23 0 30 v5 .008
FO33 0 30 v6 -5.733
T1 25 0 28 0 Zj=L.O TD: .38478-085
12 26 0 29 0 zo=t.O rD: .3356E-Ogs
13 27 0 30 0 zo:1.0 rD= .35028-085
.ENDS SDLT

Figure 33. The SPICE2 decoupled-line model of a microstrip transmission line.
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Figure 34. Resulting signal degradation.

Experimental Measurem ent 2 - Near_End Cross_Talk

The measurements shorvn here were first presented b1, ponnan and, Rebizan¿itJ'..

The structure is a microstrip consisting of three, 3i mil wide traces .,,vith 
31

spacing. The t¡aces a¡e situated on a slab of dielectric (.. = 4.61).31 mil thick.
line length is 24 inches with terminating varues shown in Figure 35.

mii

The

The mic¡ostrip u'as first analvzed in GREEIFIELD2D. The transmission-line
parameters calculated for this structure are shon,n in Figure 36.

The \ioDELS program rvas used to prod.uce tw'o separate coupled transmission-
line models for this particular structure. The first simulation was produced using a

decoupled-line model equivalent circuit.
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to Scope

Figure 35. -{n additional three-conductor microstrip exampre.

The analYsis rvas performed in SPICE2. The resulting simulation of this
microstrip structure is shoq'n in Figure 37. Again. the measured values for the
actual boa¡d tests are superimposed on the simulated vaiues in Figure 37.

The predicted wavefo¡m has the same general shape as the measu¡ed value.
Horveve¡' the spike that is apparent in both the measured and simulated results
appears to be substantially larger in the simulated prediction. Of cou¡se. if the¡e
existed some capacitive loading during the measurements that is not included in
the PCB model. the capacitive ioading couid account for the ¡educe spike.

The simulation rvas reanalvzed rl'ith a lumped-element lossless-line model sub-
stituted for the microstrip transmission iine. For this particular model. 20 lumped-
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fnductance Matrix iHlml :.40688-06 .807s8_07 . zöoee_or
. Bo7sE-07 .40388_06 . eozõE_oz.29ogE-07 .go79E_oz .qoeés_oe

Capacitance Matrix tFlml :.86608-10 _.8880E_1r _. tzsen_tz-.8882E-11 .88OLE_10 _.aae3E_rr
-.72388-t2 _.8882E_11 .eeerE_roEguivalent resistance of each cond,uctor whenaLl- other conductors are floated tOhms/¡nl:CoNDUCTORS ¡¡srsTÀticE

1 .69248+00
2 .69988+00
3 .6935E+00

Figure 36' The transmission-line paramerers calculared in GREENFIELD2D.

element subsections l{'ere used to model the line. The ¡esults of the simulation using
this model a¡e shor,r,n in Figure 3g.

Comparing Figure 38 to Figure 37. it is apparent that the general rvaveshape

is the same as the measured value but the lumped-eiement predicted waveshape
itself is a much cruder prediction of the measurements than the decoupled-line
model' Ågain. the spike appeared to be much iarger in the simulated value than
in the experimental measurements. Ideall¡'. the number of lumped-element sections
should approach infinitl' to exactr¡' represent the transmission line.

The same configuration rvas reanalvzed rvith the lumped-element model using
60 subsections' In order to increase the number of subsections to 60, it was necessarv
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Figure 37. Resuiting cross-taik prediction using the decoupled-line model.

to create an additional model using the \,IODELS program. once a neq. mod.eì

$'as created, the terminating values lvere once again.added and the circuit ,,vas

reanalvzed in SPICE. The resulting increase in subsections altered the results as

shown in Figure 3g.

Increasing the number of subsections appears to more closely predict the ac-

tual experimental results. The inc¡eased number of subsections hou'ever, still does

not predict the experimental results as closely as the decoupled-line model. The

temptation at this point q'ould be to strictl¡' use the decoupled-line model for loss-

iess transmission-line predictions. However, there is an additional considerations

w'hen simulating a PCB using these equir.'alent transrnission-line models.

Ponnan et al.
SimuLated
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Figure 38. Resuiting lumped-element model cross-talk prediciion.

The CPL: t time necessarv to perform the simuiation using a decoupled-line

model w'as 0'9069 hrs'. u'hereas the first simulation using the lumped-element model

used 0.0403 hrs. of cPtr time and the second used 0.0g67 hrs. of cplr time.

The difference betrveen the amount of CPt: time requi¡ed for a decoupled-line

simu1ation and a lumped-element simulation appears to substantiallv different for

this particular line structu¡e.

Ponnan et
Simulated

i -{ll CPU times are quoted fo¡ simulations performed. on an HP 9000/320

single - user rr-orkstation.

a1
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Figure 39. Cross-talk prediction using an

Computational Considerations.

In order to verifiy that the decoupied-line model is indeed compurationall¡.

more expensive to use: an extreme situation rvas constructed to determine the costs

of using each of these lossless-line models. The microstrip structure sho'uvn in Figure

35 rvas extended such that the structure first included seven conductors.

The nerv line st¡ucture \4'as analyzed in GREEIiFIELD2D. The line configu-

ration shou-n in Figure 35 u'as extended to included. seven. J1 mii rvide conductors

rvith 31 mil spacing. Each line was terminated u,ith 50 Ohms. A source was placed

on line I and the cross-talk and the adjacent lines .,¿'as simulated, Again. two sub-

ci¡cuit models rve¡e created for the transmission line: a decoupled-line model and a

at

ponnan et
_ Simulated

ll
! t. I'

lv;
lr1;
ri
lr
rlÌ'

!

I'
ir
ll
ll
,l

ìj

cre

al- .

tn ased numbe¡ of subsections,



lumped-element model $'ith 60 subsections. since there lïas no experimentai results
to compare each simulation to' the number of subsections in the lumpecl-elsment
model rvas adjusted until the simulated results of the lumped-element ci¡crrit mc,rrel
\\'ere as close as possible to the decoupled_model ¡esuits.

\\:ith sei'en conductors. the predicted ¡esults for the decoupled-iine model and
the lossless-iine model are shorçn in Figures 40 and 41 respectivelr.. It is apparent
from these figures that each model predicts rhe same behar-iour for this parricular
structure' Horvevet, the amount of CPL time required to produce each of these
predictions is substantiallr. different.

SÊVEN CONDUCTORS
ø.3s

DEC0UPLED t1 0DEL 1Øcm

Ê

í
P

L

Figure -10. Decoupled-line model cross-talk simuiation

TTIlE

'/(3)
v(4)

_ -74
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CONDUCTORS LOSSLESS

Ê

t1

P

L

11 0DEL 1Øcm

Figure 41. Lumped-element model

The decoupled-line circuit model required 36.6Ð12 hrs. of Cpt time whereas

the lumped-eiement model required 1.2206 hrs.

The iine structure rvas then extended to eight conductors and again, rean-
al1'zed' The same acceptance criterion rras e.r:tended to the ¡esults of the eight-
conductor test as we¡e set for the previous simulations. The resulting eight-conductor
simulation required 63.7472 hrs. for the decoupled-line model and 2.1036 hrs. for
the iumped-element model simulation.

TIIlE

cross-talk simulation (7 conductors).

v ( 3)
v(4)
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Figure 42. Fa¡-end c¡oss-talk setup.

Experimental Measurement B - Far-End Cross-Talk

The set-up sho*'n in Figure 35 *'as changed slightli' such that the probe was

Iocated at the far-end of the line rather than the near-end. The ner,- configuration

is shorvn in Figure 42.

As in the previous examples, tw'o line models p'e¡e created. for the microstrip

transmission line. Because of the simularities between the setup for this test and

the near-end cross-talk simulations, it was unnecessarJ' to reanalv ze the board cross-

section. The oniv change that was necessarv rvas to relocate the cable representing

the coaxial cable used for the osciiloscope to the far-end of the line. Once this

simple change w'as implemented, the configuration rl,as reanaì,vzed. The results of
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the experimental measurements

lumpecì-element simulations are

Volts

along rvith the decoupled-iine simulations and the

shou'n in Figures .13 and .14 respectively.

Figure 43. A decoupled-iine modei simulation.

Ponnan et aI.
Simulated

As t'as shown previouslr' for the near-end cross-taik. the fa¡-end cross-talk

predictions closell' match the experimental results. The lumped-element modei

simulation again, contain some small errors.

-{n attempt rvas made with this particular structure to match the decoupled-

line model results to the lumped-element mod.el ¡esults. Hoq,ever. using an ext¡eme

number of lumped-element subsections only serves to increase the computational

cost and does not substantially improve the apparent "ringing" due to numerical
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Volts Ponnan eC al.
- Simulated

'\.'' /

Figure 44, A, iumped-eiement model simuiation.

error. in the cross-talk. It is important to keep in mind that the "ringing" that ap-

pears on the adjacent conductors is substantiaÌlv lorver than the maximum value of

the cross-talk' Although this error appears because of the discretizations approri-

mations made when performing the simulation, the errors are an ord.e¡ of magnitude

lou'e¡ and can be ignored. A PCB designer .,vould normally be concerned rvith level

and duration of the maximum cross-talk.

It is possible that for certain simulations using a lumped-element model that

the propagating signal ma¡' be close to the resonant frequencr, of a single lumped-

element subsection' This resonance could account fo¡ the apparent "ringing" in the

cross-talk. When using the lumped-element model, it is important to keep in mind
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not onlr-the board topology. but also take into consideration the frequencr.of the
propaeating signal.

Verification of the Nonuniform Approximation.

The basic assumption made rvhen implementing the nonuniform-line models

is that the inductance t'alue and capacitance 
'alues increase Iinearlr.for a linear

increase in the conductor rvall along the z-axis. Several tests rvere performed to
verifÏ that the capacitances. inductances and conducto¡ losses do indeed. increase

linearll for a linearlr- changing transmission line.

In order lo support this assumption. the transmission iine shou-n in Figure
-15' rças divided up into l0 sections. The cross-section at each division rvas anali.zed
in GREE\FIELD2D in o¡der to calculate the transmission-line paramerers. The
resulting -.LCR files are shor.r.n for each section in Appendix A.

The fun¡tion that describes the increase in the inductance as a function of
length along the z-a-ds is shorvn in Figure 46. Similaril¡', the resulting capacirances

are shorvn in Figure 'rz. and the rosses are shou,n in Figure 4g.

From Figure 49,50 and 51. it is apparent that the eiement values do increase

linearl¡' for this particular cond.uctor configuration, However. the nonuniform-Line

models produce vert' large subci¡cuit models for relativelv small sections of trans-
mission line' If a relativell' long section of transmission line had a rapid change in
the rçidth bet'¡'een the conductors along the z-axis. then the size of the resulting
subcircuìt model would make an anar'sis in SpICE2 impossible.
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Figure 45. Calcuiation of parameters along a section of a nonunifo¡m line,

Additional Model Simulations.
The Infinitely-Leng Line Model.

Ä characteristic terminating mesh for the transmission line shown earlier in Figure

35. rvas produced using N{ODELS. The results of reanalvzing the probiem outlined

in Figure 35 are shown in Figure 4g.

^\s one would expect. the¡e is no visible fa¡-end c¡oss-talk. The signal does

not have anl' reflections at the te¡minations and the¡efore. no far-end cross-talk at

the matched termination cross-talk appears.
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Figure 46. Inductances as a function of increasing spacing.

The Lossy Line Model.

The losses in microstrip transmission lines has been reviewed in the past

by Perloz''la' and l4'heeler il5-, but experimental results highlighting the conductor

losses do not seem to be readily availabÌe.

-{s an example of the capabilites of the loss;' line modei, the example shorvn

for the line configu¡ation in Figure 35 rvas reanalyzed using a lossr' line modei. The

material used to created the line model $:as copper and the simulation u-as assumed.

to operate at I \{Hz. The results of the simulation are sho.¿,n in Figure 50.

lrl Cro;s-s+¿tl,ln Ln'ìls.l
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?tl rlross-secti.rn (mils)

Figure 47. Capacitances as a function of increasing spacing.

Comparing the results shorvn in

39 shorvs that the conductor losses at

overall performance of the board. (For

Figure 53 to those shown earlier in Figure

this point are onlT a secondary effect to the

this particular configuration ).
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Figure 48. conductor losses as a function of increasing spacing.

Limitations.

\\:hile performing PCB simulations using the equivalent transmission-line

models created by N'IODELS. several limitations were discovered that could fur-

ther dictate the selection of model t1'pe. Of course. some of the models provided b¡.

\IODELS are limiting b1' their verv natu¡e. Take. for example. the infinitel.r.-long

line model. There is a rather restricted application for such a model. Hovveyer.

tn'ing to anait'ze a line that is "infinitel.r'" iong using one of the alternate mod-

els rvould prove to be a n'aste of valuable computation time. The nonuniform-line

models. too, u'ould find applications onlv for most board simulations as compared

Cr':ss-section (nrils)
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Figure 49. -{n infinitely-long line simuìation result.

to the lossless or lossr'-iine models. Horvever. other limitations w-ere discovered that

are not quite so obvious.

The decoupled-line model has isoiated dependent sou¡ces at the connecting

nodes of the subcircuit model. \\ihen trvo decoupleci-line models are concatenated.

a voltage-source loop is c¡eated around the output side of one model to the input

side of lhe othe¡. SPiCE2 checks for the occurence of voltage,,'inductor loops. Such

a loop is considered invaiid. The analvsis is aborted rvhen one is detected. There-

fore. transmission lines modelled using the decoupled-line modei cannot be simpll-

concatenated togethe¡. This is a ¡estricrion when modelling transmission svstems

containing concatenated or bifurcated iines of different cross-sectional dimensions.
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Figure 50. A lossy line model analysis.
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-\ model can be created for each unique cross_section.

connected together.

The nonuniform-line models c¡eate large subci¡cuit files for relativeir.ferv con-

ductors' If a section of line requires manv subsections to properlr, model the line.

the flle can grol\'unacceptabh'large. A nonuniform-line model rvith in excess of
1200 components rvas not uncommon. The memorv restrictions in SpICE2 prevent

the analvsis of fiies of this size. For some problems. the nonuniform-line models

that can be creared with \IODELS are useless.

Perhaps one of the mosi restricting limitations is the amount of CpL time
the decoupled-iine modeì requires to perform a lossless transmission-line analvsis.

The results of simulations using the decoupled-line model for the transmission lines

rvere much close¡ to measured results. in most simu-lations. than the iumped-element

model' Ho$'et'er. the extensive run-times make using the decoupled-line model quite
unattracti ve.

but the¡' cannot be simpll.
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The goal of this disse¡tation rïas to present a feasible method of simulating

printed circuit board problems using a common, general ci¡cuit simulator. SpICE2.

To simulate PCBs rvith a general simulator. a set of equi,.'alent-circuit transmission-

line models compatible based on the elements available in SPICE2 was presented..

In particular. a decoupled-line model based on a modal propagation of the signals

as '¡'ell as a lumped-element model lvere presented. Some variations on the lumped-

element model rvere outiined to cater to the simulation of lossv and nonuniform-line

st ruct ures.

Each of the transmission-line models proved to be ven, useful in various appli-

cations. The most commoniv used transmission-line models for t¡'pical PCB appli-

cations were the decoupled-line model and the lossless lumped-element modei. The

decouped-line model agreed verv cioseiy with measured board results. The lossless

lumped-element model also agreed '*-ith the measured results but some errors that

did not have practical significance appeared. It is possible in certain applications to

reduce the apparent errors in the lumped-element model simuiations by increasing

the number of subsections. However. this has some computational considerations

associtated with it.

Although the decoupled-line model proved to be a ve¡v accurate transmission-

line approximation. it rvas computationalì}' expensive to use this model. The

lumped-element model required substantiall¡' Iess computer resources but proved

-87-
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to be inaccu¡ate in certain applications. Increasing the number of subsections to
closer approximate the transmission line appears to improve the simulation predic-

tion but again. the increased number of subsection places hiqher demarrds on the

computing resources. In even'simulation performed. the computation time required

for the lumped-element modei rças alrvar-s substantiallv iess than the time required

for the decoupled-line model simulations.

B.r' using a simple linear approximation. a modei rvas developed for nonuniform
transmission lines. The basic assumption was that fo¡ a linea¡lv changing line c¡oss-

section. the transmission-iine parameters also changed bv the same linear factor.

This basic assumption l\'as vaiid. Holvever. modelling nonuniform transmission

iines ï'ith a iumped-element model produces large subcircuit flles. Analvzing these

large svstems rn'ith a general simulator is computationailv expensive and piaces high

demands on the internal memorv storage. tr'lodelling long, nonuniform sections

or transmission lines u-ith manv conductors is impossible u-ith a lumped-element

model in SPICE2. Hou'et'e¡. simple line structures can easilv be simuiated br. this
equivalent circuit.

A lossr'-line model was also provided in \f ODELS. The losses included in the

equivalent circuit were the conductor losses provided bv GREENFIELD2D. The

model provided an alte¡native to modeliing transmission-line st¡uctures ',vhere con-

ductor losses rvere important. but for the iine lavouts addressed in this disseration.

the conductor losses appeared to be second.ar5. effects rvhen performing the simula_

tions.

Overall' man.v assumptions tt'ere made in order to deveiop a general. work-

ing set of transmission-line models for PCB applications. Such assumptions as

assuming a quasi-TEI'Í approximation in the decoupled-iine model or using a finite
set of lumped-element net'rn'orks for a transmission lines r¡ere nessecarv to model

transmission lines using the basic components provided for in SpiCE2. During the

calculation of the transmission-line parameters and the simulation of an electrical
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ci¡cuit computationall¡-, other approximations. and possible sources of error rvere

added due to the limitations created by anv softw'are tooi, Horvever! even rvith the

limitations that appeared throughout the implementation of an equivalent circuit

simulatjon. anal¡'zing printed circuit boards via the method outlined in this disse¡-

ation is a viable and accurate approach to reducing protot)'ping. It is possible for a

PCB design engineer to simulate tomor¡ou''s technologies using the tools ar-ailable

todav.
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This appendix is included to support the assumptions made for modelling

the nonuniform transmission lines. The values shown here pertain directly to the

nonuniform tranmission line shown in Figure 45.

Nonuniform Tlansmission Line parameters

APPENDIX A
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SECTION l.: FILE SECTl.IÆR
rrr this file contains lhe necessary informacÍon t,o sisuLate che
rrr behaviour of che mult,iconductor cransmission llne found in
rr'geomeiry flle:

rII

rcN

rLL
rLL
*LL

rcc
rcc
rcc

FILE NÀ}IE

NOTyet,DEF INED
Conduceor Names

Inducuance ¡lacrix IH/m] :

.54738-06 .1888E-06 .9176E-0?

.1888E-06 .54258-06 ,1888E-06

.91768-0? .1888E-06 .54?3E-06
caPacitance MaÈrix IF/n] :

.5275E-10 -. 13438-10 -. 14658-ll
-.134?E-10 .5?10E-10 -.13{?E-10
-.14668-lt -.1343E-10 .52?58-10
The characceristic i¡npedance and tine-delay for Èhe condu-
ctor ln (Oh¡nsl and Is/n] resPectiveLy rhen:
I) all ouher conductors ar6 grounded

TR1 1R2 TR3

TiI CONDUCTOR I¡{PEDÀNCE

I OF CONDUCÎoRS
?

,zG
r?,G

rzG

tzî
azE

'zî

ù7.1

'zrtzL

rMv
rMv
rMv

TMI
rMI
rMI

rGI

rRF
r R¡T
IRF

rzu{
rzu{
tzu,l

t
2

II) all ocher conducÈors are floated
CONDUCTOR IMPEDÀNCE TIHE-DEIÀY

I .10558+03 .5187E-08
2 .10{1E+03 .5210E-08
3 .1055E+03 .518?E-08

III) all oÈher conductors are ignored
CONDUCTOR II,IPEDÀNCE TIHE-DEIÀY

r .1434E+03 .5{30E-08
2 .r869E+03 .563{E-08
3 .14348+03 .5¡1308-08
volÈage EigenvecÈor Matlix Iv] 3

.3379E+01 -,6938E+01 -.6??0E+01
-.6584E+01 -.7?838+01 -,2856E-03

.3378E+01 -. 6938E+01 . 6770E+01
current Eigenvector MaÈrix [À]:

.540?E-01 -.45748-01 -.73858-0r
-. 96¡l0E-01 -. 4694E-01 -.4630E-05
.54078-01 -.4574E-01 .7386E-01

Mode velocity [m/s]:
MODE VELOCITY

I .2065E+09
2 ,18218+09
3 .20L28+09

Losses have been calculated wich the folloring dat.a assuming
skin dept.h is smaller t,han conductor cro35-section:
FREQUENCY DIMENSION }IATERIAJ, CONDUCTIVITY

I (MHzl [rnil] coPPER 5.800E7 [S/¡nl
Eguivalenc resislance of each conducÈor when all ot.her cond-
ucEors are floated Ioh¡ns/rnj:
CONDUCTORS RESISÎÀNCE

1 ,5383E+01
2 .5505E+01
3 .5383E+01

Equivalent resisÈance for each mode lOhrns/tîl:
MODE RESISÎÀNCE

1 .2L298+02
2 .1195E+02
3 .82888+01

3 .9541E+02

.9541E+02

.8 6888+02

TIME-DELÀY
.5033E-08
.4960E-08
.50338-08
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SECTION 2: FILE SÊCT2.LCR
rtr ?hls flle contalns the necessary informatlon to simulate
rrt behaviour of Ehe muLticonduccor Èransnission line found
"r geometry fIIe:
*tT FII,E NÀ.I'1E I OF CONDUCÎORS
rII NOTyeTDEFINED 3

Conductor Na¡nes
rcN

rLL

rcc

rnductancê Matrlx IH/m] :

.5254E-06 .1703E-05 .79028-07

.17038-06 .5206E-06 .1703E-06

.7902E-07 .1703E-06 .5254E-06
Capåcitance Matrix IF/m] :

.5475E-10 -.L2828-r0 -.1285E-11
-.12858-10 .5866E-10 -.12858-10
-.1285E-11 -.12828-10 .54?68-10
The characterlstlc i¡pedance and clme-delay for the condu-
cÈoE in lOhms] and [s/m] respectlvely Hhen:
I) alI other conductors are grounded

TR1 1R2 TR3

rtr coNDUcToR
lZG
azG
*zG

rzE
izt
rzî

.zÍ
rz!
.zf

rMv
*M\rr

rMv

'MI
rMI
rMI

1 .92508+02
2

3

lI) all. oÈher conductors are floated
CONDUCTOR IMPEDÀNCE TIHE-DEI.AY

1 .1009E+03 .5208E-08
2 .9958E+02 .5228E-08
3 .10098+03 .5208E-08

I¡{PEDÀNCE

III) all other conductors are
CONDUCTOR IMPEDÀNCE

1 .1342E+03
2 .1718E+03
3 .13{2E+03

the
¡-

.8508E+02 . /¡9918-08

.92508+02

volÈage Elgenvector MaÈllx Iv]:
.3391E+01 -.6680E+01 -.6680E+01

-.65258+01 -.75388+01 .9589E-05
.3391E+01 -.5680E+01 . 6680E+01

current Eigenvector Mat,rlx IA]:
.5451E-01 -.4?18E-01 -.7485E-01

-. 9661E-01 -.4904E-01 .2668E-05
.5451E-01 -.4?188-01 .?485E-01

Mode velocity [m/s]:
MODE VEIOCITY

1 .2056E+09
2 .18128+09
3 .1999E+09

TII{E-DEIÀY
.5055E-08

.50 65E-08

ig:nored
îIME-DEIÀY
.54588-08
. s663E-08
.5¿158E-08

*rr Losses have been calculaced wit.h the following daÈa assuming
rrr shin dePÈh is smaÌle¡ Chan conductor crogg-gection:
rTT FREQUENCY DIHENSION MÀÎERIÀI, CONDUCTIVITY
rGI I [MHz] troill CoPPER 5.800E7 [S/¡n]
rrr Equivalent. regist,ance of each conducÈor when all other cond-
rrr ucÈors are floaÈed [Ohms/m]:
rrr coNDUcToRs REsrslÀ¡¡cE
rR.F 1 .4888E+01
r,m 2 .5080E+01
rR¡¡ 3 .4888E+01
rrr EqulvalenÈ resistance for each node Iohms/ra]:
rrr MoDE RESTSÎÀ¡|CE
rR¡{ I . :-9328+02
rRt{ 2 .10?7E+02

^Rt{ 3 .7543E+01
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SECTION 3 : FILE SECT. LCRrrr Thls fiLe contains Èhe n€cessåry infou¡ìâÈion to 3ÍrìuLaÈê therrr b€haviour of the multtconductor transmission Line found in
rrr geometry fll€:
IIt FILE NÀ!{E
rII NOTyetDEFINED

ConducÈoE Names
rcN

rLL
rnduct,ance MaÈrix IH/m] :

.50598-06 .1545E-06 .68638-0?

.15458-06 .5013E-06 .154s8-06

.6863E-07 .1545E-06 .5059E-05
Capacilance Hatrix IF/m] :

.56?4E-10 -.L22tE-t0 -.114?E-11
-. 1224E-10 . 6024E-10 - .t2248-L0
-. t147E-11 -. 122IE-r0 .5674E-10
th6 characÈeristic imp€dance ând tlme-delay for the condu-
ctor in loh¡osj and [s/m] resp€ctlvely rhen:

1R1 TR2 TR3

ttt I) all, other conductors are grounded
Itt CONDUCTOR IMPEDÀNCE

I OF CONDUCTORS

3

,zG I .89?88+02 .50948-08
rzc 2 .8332E+02 .5020E-08
rzc 3 .89?8E+02 ,5094E-08
rrr II) all oÈher conductors are floated
tTT CONDUCTOR IMPEDÀNCE lIME-DELÀY
rzî 1 .96778+02 .52288-08
ìzF 2 .9559E+02 .5245E-08
'zF 3 .96778+02 .5228E-08

rzl
rzf

rMvr

rMv
tMv

iMI
rHI
rMI

III) all ot.her conductors ar6 ignored
CONDUCTOR I¡{PEDÀNCE TIME-DELAY

I .12648+03 .54828-08
2 .1590E+03 .5689E-09
3 .1264E+03 .54828-08
VolÈage Eigenvect,or Hat,rix [v]:

.3406E+01 -.64498+01 -.6592E+01
-.6462E+01 -.?324E+01 .66208-04

.3406E+01 -.64498+01 .65928+01
curlenc Eigenvector Mat.rix [À]:

.549?E-01 -.4850E-01 -.7585E-01
-.9680E-01 -.5113E-01 .13888-05

.5497E-01 -.4850E-01 .7585E-01
Mode velocit.y Im/s]:

MODE VELOCITY
1 .20488+09
2 . r803E+09
3 .1988E+09

TIHE-DELÀY

rrr Losses have been calculaÈed Hith the following data assuming
trr skin depth is smaller than conductor cEoss-section:
rTT EREQUENCY DIHENSION MÀTERIÀI CONDUCTIVITY
rGI 1[lfHz] tr¡rill COPPER 5.800E? [S/¡n]rrr Equlvalent resist,ance of each conductor shen aII other cond-rrr uct.ors are floated [OhJn.g/m]:
'TT CO¡ÍDUCTORS RESISTA}¡CE
rR¡¡ I .448?E+01
rRr¡ 2 .4655E+01
rRF 3 .4487E+01
rrr Eguivalene resiscance for each node lOhms/m]:tII MODE RESISTANCE
rR!{ 1 .17 68E+02
rRH 2 .9797E+0I
rRt{ 3 .6935E+01
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SECTION {:FILE SECT4'rcR
rrr Th19 file contains lhe necessary lnform¡rtlon co sljnulate
rrr behaviour of Lhe multiconductor EransÍrission line found
rrr gsomeiry fLle:

FILE NÀ¡.{E I OF CONDUCTORS
rTI NOIYEbDEFINED 3
rrt Conductor Narîes
rCN TR1 TR2 TR3
rtr Inductance MaÈrix [H/m]:
.LL .4890E-06 .1383E-06 .5962E-07
rLL .1383E-06 .4928E-06 .1423E-05
rL! .5962E-07 .14238-06 .488?E-05
ttt capaciÈance Matrix [F/rfl]:
rcc .5856E-10 -.11088-10 -.1068E-r1
rcc -.1111E-10 .5059E-10 -.11528-10
rcc -.1068E-11 -.1159E-10 .5880E-10
Itr Tho characÈeristic i:npedance ànd Eime-delay for the condu-
trr ctor in [Ohrß] and Is/¡n] resPectively Hhen:
ttr I) aII oÈher conductors are grounded
rfi CoNDUCIOR
ùzG
izG
rzG

ùzE
rzF
tzt

rzT.
,zÍ
azl

I .8?59E+02 .5130E-08
2 .8336E+02 .50518-08
3 .87168+02 .51258-08

II) all other conductors are
CONDUCTOR IHPEDÀI¡CE

I . 931 6E+02
2 .93728+02
3 .9309E+02

IMPEDÀNCE

III) all other conductors are lgnored
CONDUCÎOR I¡IPEDA¡¡CE TII{E-DEI"AX

1 .1186E+03 .5506E-08
2 .15098+03 .57138-08
3 .1193E+03 .55078-08

Lhe
in

rtr volÈage Eigenvector Håtrix [v]:
rM\ir .33318+0r -. 62348+01 -.6563E+01
rMv -.6505E+01 -.?156E+01 .1165E+00
rMv .34?88+01 -.6260E+01 .64568+01
Itt CurrenE Eigenvector Matrix [À]:
rMr .53?28-01 -.5009E-01 -.77528'0L
rMr -.96108-01 -.5238E-01 .9762E-03
rMr .5635E-01 -.49988-01 .7607E-01
rir Mode VelociÈy [m/s]:
rrr MODE VELOCITY
rw 1 .20388+09
rw 2 .1795E+09
rv\,¡ 3 . 19? 5E+0 9

rrr Losses have been calcuLated with Che following data assuming
rrr skin dept.h is smalLer than conductor cro3s-secÈion:
rTT FREQUENCY DIMENSION MÀTERIAL CONDUCÎIVITY
rcl 1 tunzl tml.ll COPPER 5.8008? [S/n]
ttr Equivalent resistance of each conducÈor when all other cond-
rrr uct,ors are floaÈed [Ohms/n] :

rrr coNDUcToRs RESISÎÀNCE
rRF I .4208E+01
rR!¡ 2 .45?38+01
rRF 3 .4217E+01
rrr EquivalenÈ rosistance foE each node [ohm3/rû]:
ItI MODE RESISTÀ¡ICE
rRt{ 1 . L7768+02
rRt{ 2 .9351E+01
rRH 3 .6603E+01

lIME-DEI.AY

floated
TII{E-DEIÀY
.52508-08
.5259E-08
.5250E-08
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SECTION 5:FILE SECT5.LCR
rrr thls flle contains the necessary infomtion Èo slnulate Èhe
trr b€håvlour of the multlconducÈor transmission line found in
rrr g€on€t.ry fll,ê:
III FILE NÀÀ{E
rII NOTyeCDEFINED

Conductor Names
rcN ÎR1

,LL

rcc

rcc

Inductance Mat,rix IH/m] :

.4723e-05 . r290E-06 .5300E-07

.12908-06 .46?08-06 . 1284E-06

.5300E-0? .12848-06 .47248-06
Capacitance Hatrix IF/m] :

.60818-r0 -.111?E-10 -.95788-12
-.1119E-10 .6391E-10 -. 11t1E-10
-.95178-12 -.11098-10 .5077E-10
Thê characteristlc lrnpedance and ¿i¡ne-delay for the condu-
cÈor in lohrn3] and [3/nl resPectively Hhen:
I) all other conductors aEe grounded

TR2 1R3

rrr CONDUCTOR

I OF CONDUCÎoRS
3

azG
tzG
tzG

azE
tzE
rzF

r?.f
ìzl
r7.Í

rMv
rHv
rMv

rt{I
rHr
rMI

TGI

rR¡!
rR¡¡
rRII

3 . 84'7 4E+02 .5150E-08
II) aLl other conducEors are floated
CONDUCÎOR IMPEDANCE IIME-DEIÀY

1 .89?0E+02 .5266E-08
2 .88408+02 .52838-08
3 . 8971E+02 .52668-08

III) aII othe! conducÈors are ignored
CONDUCTOR I¡{PEDÀNCE TI¡4E-DEIÀY

1 .11358+03 .55288-08
2 .1380E+03 ,5740E-08
3 .1134E+03 .5527E-08
voltage Eigenvector Mat,rix [v]:

.3461E+01 -. 6042E+01 -.6410E+01
-. 6295E+01 -. 6971E+01 -.178?E-01

.3438E+01 -.60388+01 .6428E+01
Current EigenvecÈor Matrix [À]:

.5537E-01 -.5070E-01 - .77178-0L
-. 973lE-01 -.5558E-01 -.1608E-03

.5595E-01 -.50?2E-01 .7801E-01
Mode volocity [n/s]:

MODE VELOCITÏ
I .2glll+09
2 .17878+09
3 .19558+09

Losses have been calculaÈed rith the following data assuming
skln depÈh is snalLe! Èhan conductor cross-gecÈion:
FREOUENCI DI¡4ENS ION r'fÀlERIÀ! colrDucl¡vrTY

1 tt{Hzl tmill coPPER 5.80087 [S/n]
EquivaJ.enc Eesistance of each conducEor shen all other cond-
uccors ar6 floated (Oh¡ns/¡nl:
CONDUCÎORS RESISTÀNCE

I .3939E+0r
2 .4098E+01
3 .393?E+01

1

2

IHPEDÀI{CE TI¡,iE-DELÀY
.8468E+02 .5r498-08
,7951E+02 .5081E-08

rrr Equivalent resisÈance for each mode Ioh¡ns,/m]:
tIt MODE RESISTÀNCE
rRM 1 .15238+02
rRr{ 2 .8260E+01
rRM 3 .6068E+01
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SECTION 5 : FILE SECT6. rcR
rrr This flle contalns Èhe necessary Informatlon to slnulaterrr b€havlour of t,h€ mult.lconductor trangnlsslon Iln€ foundrrr geomet,ry file:
IIT FILE NÀ.I'{E I OF CONDUCTORS
rII NOTyetDEFINED 3rrt ConducÈor Names
fcN

,zG
azG
rzG

tzî
azF

'2F.

rzf
rzf
r7,f

rMv
rMI/
rl{v

TMI
TMI
rHI

TG¡

rRE
*RE!

rRF

rR¡I
rR!{
rRM

lnduct.ance MaÈrix (H/ml :

.4579E-06 .11808-05 .4696E-0?

. r180E-06 .45408-06 .11808-06

.4696E-07 .11808-06 .4579E-06
Capacit,ance ltacrix IF/rn] :

. 62748-10 -. 1053E-10 -.89?8E-12
-. 10558-10 . 6535E-10 -. 1055É-10
-.89?8E-12 -.1053E-10 .62?48-10
lhe characÈerlstlc inpedance and tiræ-delay for the cond,u-
cÈoE in [Otuns] and Is/¡n] respectlvely rhen:
I) aII ot.her conductors are grounded

TRl 1R2

colfDUcl0R
1

ÎR3

II) all other conducÈors are floated
CONDUCTOR II,TPEDÀNCE ?IME-DELåY

I .85598+02 .5282E_08
2 .85?48+02 .5295E-08
3 .8669E+02 .52828-08

III) al] oÈhe! conductors are ignored
COMDUCTOR IHPEDÀNCE TIME-DELÀY

I .1081E+03 .5545E-08
2 .1301E+03 .5?5?E-08
3 . 108 lE+03 .5545E-08
volÈage EÍgenvecÈor Matrix [v]:

.34548+01 -.587IE+o1 -.6339E+01
-.6252E+01 -.5818E+01 -.2345E-04

.34548+0I -.5871E+01 .5339E+01
Current. Eigenvector MaÈrix [A]:

.5657E-01 -.5188E-01 -.7888E-01
-.9744E-01 -.57328-01 .4364E-06
.56588-01 -.51888-01 .7888E-01

Mode velocity [m/s]:
MODE VELOCITY

1 .20248+09
2 .L7828+09
3 .19558+09

I,osses have b€en calculated with t,he folloring data assurïLing
skin depÈh is smal,ler than conduccor cross-section:
FREQUENCY DIHENSION MÀTERIAT CONDUCTIVITY

1 [Mfiz] tnlll CoppER 5, B00E? tS/nl
Eguivalent, reslstance of each conductor when all other cond-
uctors a!e floated IOhrns,z¡¡1¡ ¡

CONDUCÎORS RESISÎÀNCE
I .36948+01
2 .3858E+01
3 .3694E+01

Eguivalent resistance for each mode lOhms/¡a]:
MODE RESISTANCE

1 . 14378+02
2 . ?733E+01
3 .57098+01

2 .78:-28+02
3 .8?468+02

IMPEDA¡{CE
. 82 4 6E+02

ch€
in

TIME-DEI/ÀY
.5173E-08
.5105E-09
.5173E-08
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SECTION 7:FILE SECT?'LCR
rrr Thls file contalns chê n€c€gsary lnformätion co si¡nulaÈ€ ch€
rrr b€haviour of uhe muLtlconducÈor trânsmL3sion Iine found in
rrr geomtry f 11€:
Itt FILE NÀ¡,TE T OF CONDUCÎORS

rlt NOTyeÈDEFINED 3

trr conducEor Narles
rcN

rLL
rLL
iLL

ÎRl TR2 TR3

Inductance Hacrix IH/m] :

.4445E-06 . ro86E-06 .41898-07

.1086E-06 .4408E-06 .10858-06

.4189E-07 . to86E-06 .4445E-06
cåpaciÈance Matrix LF/ml :

. 54?lE-10 -.1ool.E-10 -.84818-12
-. r0o3E-r0 .6?0?E-10 -.10038-10
-.84?98-12 -.1001E-10 .54718-10
?he charact€rlstl'c imPedance and ti¡ne-delay for Èhe condu-
ctor in tOh¡rsl and Is/ml resPectively when:

trr t) all oÈher conduct,ors are grounded
rrr CoNDUCIOR I¡,lPEDÀl¡cE
,zG
*zG
ù7,G

rzî
t?.Ê
azî

rzr
ùzf
*zf

rHv
rMv
rMv

*t{I
rMI
rMI

rw

r\/

rGI

rRF
rRF
*RF

rRl{
rRM
rRM

1 .8029E+02 .5196E-08
2 .?6488+02 .51308-08
3 .8029E+02 .5196E-08

II) all oÈh6r conductors are floated
CONDUCTOR II'IPEDA¡¡CE IIME-DELAÏ

I .8391E+02 .529?E-08
2 .8304E+02 .5308E-08
3 .8391E+02 .5297E-08

III) aII other conductors ar€ ignoEed
CONDUCTOR IMPEDÀNCE TIME-DELÀY

I .1033E+03 .55618-08
? .1228E+03 .5773E-08
3 .10338+03 .5561E-08
VolÈaqe EigenvecÈor Hatrix [V]:

.34608+01 -.5?14E+01 -.6259E+01
-.6l9oE+01 -.66?58+01 -.22418-03

.34598+01 -,5?1¿lE+o1 .62608+01
current EigenvecÈor uacrix IA]:

.5?098-01 -.5294E-01 -.7988E-01
-.9??48-01 -.591?E-01 -.3790E-05

,5?08E-01 -.52948-01 .7988E-01
Mode velociÈy [rn/s]:

MODE VELOCITY
1 .201?E+09
2 .1?76E+09
3 .1946E+09

LosSeS have been calculated r,ith Èhe folloging dåta assuming

skln depth ls snrller than conductor cross-section:
FREQT'ENCY DIT'TENSION MÀTERIAT CONDUCTIVIÎY

1 (MHzl tml]1 coPPER 5 ' 800E7 [S/n]
eguivalent reslsÈance of each conductor vhen alI oÈheE cond-
uctoEs åre floated [oruns/n]:
CONDUCTORS RESISTA}¡CE

1 .3484E+01
2 .3631E+01
3 .3484E+01

EguivalenÈ Eesistance for each ¡node lOh¡ns/rû]:
MODE RESISIÀNCE

1 . L3478+02
2 .72388+01
3 .538?E+01

TIME-DELÀY
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SECTIoN I:FIÍ,E SECT8.LR
rr' This fll€ contâlns Èh€ nec€ssaEy I'nfonnåÈlon
rir b€haviour of Èhe mult.lconducÈor Èransmisslon
rrr geometry flle:

rII

rcN

.LL

rcc

FILE NÀ}4E

NOTyeTDEFINED
Conductor Names
TR1 TR2

rnductance Macrix [H/n]:
.4321E-06 .10028-06 .3757E-0?
.1002E-06 .4286E-06 . r002E-06
.37578-07 .1002E-06 .432r8-06

Capacitance HaÈrlx IF/m] :

.65698-10 -. 9525E-11 -.80798-12
-.9536E-r1 .5881E-10 -.95368-r1
-.8080E-12 -.952¡tE-ll . 6659E-10
The characterlstlc lnçedance and LjÍie-delay for the condu-
ctor in loh¡ñs] and Is/o] respectively when:
I) alJ, ot.heE conductors are grounded

rtt coNDUcToR

I OF CONDUCTORS

3

1R3

tzG
rzG
rzG

tzt
tzE

.zf
tzl
izr

*l.l1/
rMv
rMv

rHT
rMI
rHI

r!ry
r\w

Itt
TGI

rRI¡
rR,F

rRF

rRM
rRM
rzu{

1 .78238+02
2 .7{88E+02
3 .78238+02

II) aLI other conductors are floated
CONDUCTOR IHPEDÀNCE TII{E.DEI.ÀY

r. .81348+02 .5312E-08
2 .80558+02 .5321E-08
3 .81348+02 .53128-08

III) all ocheE conducÈors are ignored
COI{DUCTOR II{PEDÀ¡¡CE TIME-DEI,ÀY

1 . 9895E+02 .55768-08
2 .1163E+03 .5787E-08
3 .9895E+02 .55768-08
volt,age Eigenvector ¡'!atrix [v] :

,3462E+01 -.55?1E+01 -.5183E+01
-.6130E+01 -.65/t3E+01 -.10438-03

.3462E+01 -.5571E+01 .6182E+01
Cu¡renÈ Eigenvector Matrix [À]:

.57608-01 -.5396E-01 -.808?E-01
-.9807E-01 -.6095E-01 -.84?5E-06

.5?60E-01 -.53968-01 .80878-01
Mode velocity [n/sl:

MODE VEI,OCITY
1 ,2010E+0 9

2 .17718+09
3 .1938E+09

Losses have been cal,cul,ated with t.h€ follorlng data assum1ng
skin depth is smaller lhan conduct,or closs-sectionl
FREQUENCY DIMENSION MAIERIA¡. CONDUCTIVIÎY

1 [MHz] trûl'll CoPPER 5.800E7 [s/n]
EgulvàIenÈ EesIsÈance of each conductor when all other cond-
uctors are floaÈed IOh¡îs/rû]:
CONDUCTORS RESISTA¡¡CE

1 .3299E+01
2 .3432E+01
3 .3299E+01

Equivalent resistance for each ¡node lOh¡ns/n]:
MODE RESISTÀ¡TCE

1 . L2698+02
2 .6809E+01
3 .51058+01

Èo slnulate th€
Iine found in

IMPEDANCE TII.tE-DEIÀY
.5217E-08
.5153E-08
. 52 178-0 8
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SECTIoN 9:FILE SECTg.LCR
trr ThIs file cont.alns the n€cessary inform¿¡ÈIon to sljnulat€ th€
rrr behaviour of Èhe mulÈlconducÈor cransrtÍssion llne found in
rrr geometry fiLe:
TII FIIE NÀüE I OF CONDUCTORS
*II NOTYECDEFINED 3

rtr ConducÈOr Names
tcN

rLL
rLL
rLL

rcc

Inductance Macrix IH/rn] :

.4205E-05 .92188-0't .3387E-07

.92?88-O? .4173E-06 .92't8E-07

.338?E-0? .92188-07 .4205E-06
capacitance Matrlx IF/m] :

.6857E-10 -.9063E-11 -.?755E-12
-.90?2E-11 .?059E-10 -.9072E-11
-.'t75?8-L2 -.9063E-r1 .685?E-10
The charact,eriscic i$Pedance and Èime-delay for the condu-
ctor ln [oh¡fls] and Is/rn] resPecÈively when:

I) all oÈhe! conducÈors àre grounded

TRl 1R2

trr CoNDUCTOR
rzG

'zG
.zG

,zî
rzE
rzF

.21
ùz!

^zr.

rMv
rMv
rMv

rMI
rMI
rMI

rw

rGI

r R¡¡
rRF
rRF

rRM

r zu¡l
rzu{

1R3

1 .7 627E+02 .523?E-08
2 .?3318+02 .5175E-08
3 .76268+02 .5237E-08

I¡) all other conductors are
CONDUCÎOR IMPEDÀ}¡CE

1 .7896E+02
? .78248+02
3 .78958+02

IHPEDÀ}¡CE TIME-DELÀY

III) alI other conducÈors are ignored
CONDUCTOR IMPEDÀ¡{CE IIHE-DELÀY

1 .9502E+02 .5590E-08
2 .11068+03 .5?998-08
3 . 9502E+02 .5590E-08
voLÈage ElgenvectoE Matrix (vl:

.3462E+01 -.5438E+01 -.5108E+01
-.60?1E+01 -.6421E+01 -.24618-03

.3461E+01 -.5438E+01 .6108E+01
CurrenÈ Eigenvector MatrÍx IA]:

.5812E-01 -.54958-01 -.81868-01
-.9845E-01 -. 62668-01 -.3074E-05

.5812E-01 -.5495E-0r .8186E-01
Mode velocicy [¡u/s]:

MODE VELOCITY
I .20048+09
? .1767E+09
3 .19308+09

Loss€s havs been calculated wiÈh the following daga assuming

skin dePth ls snaller Èhan conductor cross-section:
FREQI'ENCY DIHENSION !'IATERIA! CONDUCTIVITY

1 tMHz¡ tml.Il coPPER 5.80087 [S/n]
EqulvalenE reslsÈance of each conducÈor when al] other cond-
uctors are floated lotuns/¡n]:
CONDUCTORS RESISTÀ}¡CE

1 .31368+01
2 .3256E+01
3 .3136E+01

Equivalent resistance for each mode lohrns/m]:
MODE RESISTA¡¡CE

1 .129Qf,+02
2 .54358+01
3 .4856E+01

floated
TII,IE-DEIÀY
. 532 6E-0 I
.5334E-08
.532 6E-08
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